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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This is a report of the Initial phase of research under Grant NSG 1128,
awarded to the University in December 1974. The project is part of a
program to design a receiver for aircraft WC), which, as a component
of the proposed Microwave Landing System (MLS), is capable of optimal
performance In the multipath environments found in air terminal areas [I].
This project focuses on the angle-tracking problem of the MLS receiver
and deals with signal modeling, preliminary approaches to optimal design,
suboptimal design and simulation study. This effort was integrated in
part with the work under contract NASt-12754-1, which was summarized in
a final report dated May 1975 [2].
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CHAPTER 11
i i	 SIGNAL MODELING
ti
The angular coordinate determination capability of the MLS has been
IP	 tentatively e^, ibiished by a provision potentially for six (6) angle
channels [I]. The signals in all channels have similar forms, however,
and without loss of generality, this study has employed the azimuth
channel as a focus to provide concrete interpretations of the models and
results developed. Parallel results for other channels would obtain
from suitable adjustments of parameter values.
The coordinate system in use is the right-handed system shown in
Figure 1-1 with the origin located at the center of the azimuth transmit-
ting antenna. The relevant variables r, e, ^ are raij a (n.mi.), azimuth
(degrees, positive clockwise looking down) and elevation (degrees,
positive up). Let p( • ) and e A (-), respectively the antenna selectivity
and scanning functions, be defined as follows:
p(e e )	 the far-field strength of the transmitted signal (field)
relative to the boresight signal strength at the same range,
where ee is the azimuth angle of the observer relative to
the antenna boresight axis, and thus p(0) = I. 	 (2-1)
eA(t) o the angular orientation in azimuth of the antenna boresight
axis as observed at time t at the transmitting antenna
site.	 (2-2)
The definition of p(-) above does not recognize explicitly a dependency
on observer elevation, which is present due to phased array radiation
pattern properties. The effect is recognized implicitly however, with
notation suppressed.until cross-coupling of the various angular coordinate
estimators (and the DME) is considered.
Further, letting
tk A the time (as observed at the antenna site) that the
kth TO-FRO antenna scan begins;	 (2-3)
T the duration of the TO-FRO scan as observed by a
stationary observer,	 (2-4)
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Figure 11-1 Coordinate System
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i	 I	 I
`.!	 then e A ( • ) is specifically defined by the antenna scanning motion as
a function of its argument on the interval Et 	 +T1,
The coordinates of the receiver (*he A/C) at time t are r(t), 9(t),
1
i	 ^ M . A direct-path-signal event arriving at the A/C at time t is one
..I	 that necessarily left the transmitting antenna at time t - r(t) ,where
c is the propagation velocity of light. Hence, the component of the
received signal observed at time t and due to transmitter emissions
derives from transmission occurring when t k < t - rct) < tk + T. This
component itself comprises two contributions yo (t), YR(t), as follows,
due respectively to direct--path and reflection-path propagation:
ii	 yg(t) Z;a(t}p[eA (t - r(t) } - 6(t)1 cos[W c (t - r(t) l + $G1	 (2-5)
i
Y(t) MY {t)
	
R	
I	
RI
where
r  (t)	 rT (t)
yR (t) = ad I {t)pCeA(t - ^	 } - eR Ml cosEwc (t - c
	
)
	
I	 r
and
a(t), 13D	= amplitude and phase of the direct path compo
i
usC	 = radian frequency of propagating r-f energy
i
rT'(t),6R (t) = range thru and azimuth of the ith reflection
1
a I (t),SR	= amplitude and phase of the component reflect
the ith reflection point (where, for each 1,
If t - rT
i (p 
< t ).C	 k
f,
t	 Under the assumption.of isotropic reflection at the I h reflection
^-	 w
E	
located at rTi (t), 6RI (t), ^R I (t), the range through reflection, r
E
	
	 Is easily.shown (see . Figure I1-2) to be
t
rTi(t) = rRI (t) + rAR, (t)
{:	 4
Figure 11-2 Reflection Geometry
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where
rAR (t} _Er 2(t)- 2r(t)rR (t)C(t) + rR2(t)]l /2
	
(2-13)
and
4(t) = cos^(t) cos^R
i 
(t) cos[8(t)	 6R fi (t)] 
+ 5'"(t) si"R i
(t)	 (2-14)
In view of the generally independent motions of the A/C and a reflector,
the equations (2-7) and (2-12) through (2-14) are clearly approximations.
A more exact expression for, say t x, the time of transmission, given
receipt at time t (i.e., tx would be the argument of 6A ( ) in yR (t)
generally) would have the form
	 i
rAR (t)	
rR	 rAR. (t)
tx = t -	 G	
-	 I (t -	
c	
},	 (2-14a)c 
based on an argument similar to that proceeding (2-5) above. On the
basis of the linear approximation
	
rAR. (t)
	 rARi (f}
rR (t --	 c	 ) - rR (t} - rR (t)	 c
^ 
U
the expression for tx becomes
^r	
r	 (t}	 r (fi)	 r ( t }r	 (t)
`	 t - t -
	
AR 	 - R i	 + R i	 AR
x	 c	 c	 c
l
rT (t) r
R 
Mr 
AR  (t)
t _	 i	 +	 i
f.	 c	 c
{ The original approximation for t x (in (2--7)) results when the ter
rRj r AR, /cZ is dropped, which seems reasonable under 'the circumsta
f	 In the strict sense the expression in (2-14a) does not give the E
t	 value for tx, but is adequate to show the approximate magnitude c
r	 in the original approximation (fin (2-7)).
f^	 6
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The basic model has now been presented in terms of a number of
parameters potentially time-varying within a scan interval in an un-
specified manner. The update rate of the AILS (13.3 Hz in Azimuth) is
sufficiently high relative to the dynamics of the environment to allow
simple approximations for these parametric functions within a scan
interval. For t  < t < tk+l (which contains the kth scan interval,
t1t < t w rct) < tit + T, at the A/C), the approximations used are the
following, which seem reasonable:
a(t) = a(tk)
	
(2-15)
6{t) = 6(tk )	 (2-16)
r(t) = r(tk) + r(tk)[t - tk]	 (2-17)
a i (t) = a I (tk )	 (2-18)
0  (t) = AR (tk }	 (2-13)I	 i
r  (t) = rT
 (tk) + rT
I 
(tk )[t - tk]	 (2-20)
It is emphasized these approximations are limited to a given scan. Clearly,
the result in (2-12) through (2-14) generally invalidates (2-20) in any
but a local sense, with rTi (tk ) determined even then by (2-12) through
(2-14), (and rTI (tk ) by the derivative of the expression in (2--12), as
was done in the simulation study; see Section IV).
Under the assumptions (2-15) through (2-20) the received signal
can be expressed in terms of a time variable local to the scan being
received at the A/C. First, note that t - r(t) , the argument of 6A{+l
In the received direct path component, y p (t), (2-5), as a direct result
of (2-17), can be . written as
t - 
L  
= t( l - r( tk) ) -Wk) + t r(tk)	 (2-21)
C	 C	 c	 k C
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(tk +	 3T) s t < (tk + l - r(tk c ) + I - r(t k c (2-22)
and thus on the kth scan interval we may write In general
rtt ,)/c
t = (tk + I MtkR } + T = tRk + 2	 (2-23)
where -^ is a local time variable on the kth received scan interval, vary-
ing as follows:
C< T c d- rttk ) c	 (2-24)
with the same scaling as t, I.e., dt/dT = 1. (note a change in the
duration of the received scan period in (2-22) and (2-24) due to A/C
motion). The quantity
^	 rttk)/c
tR = tk + -^ rte(-t---}^
	
(2-25)
k	 k
is the time of reception at the A/C of a signal event transmitted at
time tk , in part i cular the start of the kth scan. Errors in determining
the arrival of this event at the A/C translate into errors in starting
the local T-clock. It is the function of the Barker code, however, to
keep these errors small.
As a consequence of the above development
t - r(t) = tk + (I -	
c
r(t
k
) 
)T,	 (2-26)
and, using approximations (2-15) and (2-16), the direct path component
D
can be redefined as a function of a global discrete-time variable
t  and a local continuous-time variable T, as follows:
yC(tk,T)	 a( tk) PDA (tk +'r) - e(tk)] cosEwC (tk )T + O(t k )]	 (2-27)
B
in which the -r(tk)T/c term of (2-26) has been dropped from the argument
Of 6 A(-) because of its relative insignificance, and w 0 (tk ), $(tk ) are
defined as follows:
A ( wc(1 - r(tk )/c), as the apparent r-f carrier frequency
030 (tk ) 	 (2-28a)
wIF - w
cr(t k )/c, as the apparent 1-f carrier frequency
(2-28b)
^(tk)	 SD + wctk' initial phase on the kth scan period	 (2-29)
The expected doppler shift (neglecting relativity) is present in (2--28).
The phase parameter R D in (2-5) and (2-8) was modeled originally
as an independent random variable uniformly distributed on [-7,V].
Equation (2-29) above for 0(t k ) suggests that V t k ) then is also a
random variable but one possible highly correlated with S D. As a prac-
tical matter, however, the increment w c (tk - tk-I ) is a large multiple
of 21r radians and can nevc r be determined accurately enough to make
valid use of the correlation implied by (2-29) above, for two reasons:
1. The tk are determined from the Barker decoder output via (2-25),
and with a noisy input the uncertainty may become a significant
part of a bit pulse width (approximately 67 us, also many periods
of the 5000 MHs r-f carrier).
2. The quantity f  - tk-I is not constant from scan-to-scan, and
	
t	 I
may even be ,jittered to suppress propeller modulation effects. i
On this basis the S(t k ) also were modeled as independent random variables
uniformly distributed on C-7r,n], which seems reasonable. l
The ith reflection component, yR (t), (2-7), can also be expressed
in terms of the local receiver time variable T, associated above with
	
'i	 the direct path signal, Under the approximation of rT . M , (2-20), we
t
may write
	
'r	
rT (t)
	
rT (tk )	 rT.(` )	
r(t )
t -	 i	 = t( I -	 i	 ) -	 {	 -t- t	 k	 (2-30)G	 C	 C	 k c
9
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r
f
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Substituting from (2-33) for t and (2-25) for tR 	gives
rT (t)
i
r -^ (tR) k
t -	 = tR -	
k	
+ To - rT (t k )/c) (2-31)
k 1
{
Ar (t)k	
k
qr.(t l r(t )/c
- tk -
Ec
c
1	 - r tk ) c + T(I - rT(tk)/c)
(2-32)
where,	 in generil
Ar i (t)	 rT
i
(t) - r(t) (2-33)
Ar1(t) A rT
i
(t) - r(t) (2-34)
Scan data is received through the reflection path, clearly, when
1	 Ari {tkl	 A'ri(tk)
	
r(t k )/c	 Ari(tk)
T -' I - rT tk ? c	 c	 + ( c	 } ( I -- Ft ^ }]	 c
(2-34a)
Neither of the terms involving the time derivatives Ar i (tk ) and rT (t k)
in (2-32) is important in the argument of 6 A C-), hence, using the approx-
imations (2-18, 2-19) for a i (t), 6, (t) respectively, the ith reflection
component y	 can be redefined with i bivariate argument (t ,T) as follows,
for 0< T 
<RiI	 r
} c	
k
r
Ari{tk)
ai(tk) p EeA(tk + 
T -	
c	
_ B
R 
(tk)i
t
Ar i (tk )	 T
1'RI(tk,T} =	 cos[w0^(tk)T + a (tk)],	
c	 T `- I-
r(t c
(2-35a)
-	
0, 0 < T < Ar i (tk )/c	 (2-35b)
(WIF
T(tk)/c), as r-f carrier frequency
 - 
WcrT.(tk)/c, as €-f carrier frequency
10 .
(2-36a)
(2-36b)
	•	 f
	
{	 ^ I
tr
i
Ii
	
{,	 r
01(tk) = $R
i 
+ "cEtR 
k - 
r  
i 
(tR 
k 
)1c]
Ar (tR
 )
0^ 1 ^. Wc[tk _ 1 k^ ]
Ar i (tk )	 Ar I (tk )	 r(tk)/c
i3R i { c^tk	 c	 +	 c	 ! - r(tk } c )]
(2-37a)
(2-37b)
A more compact form of (2-35), which will be useful, employs a bivariate
argument in a i , as follows:
i	
Ari(tk}
yR (t T) = a i (tk,T)p^9A {tk + T -	 c	 ) - 8 R (tk)]
1
cas[w0. (tk )T + s1(tk}]	 (2-38)
where
a(t ), Ar (t )/c <T<
	 T	 (2--39a)
	
j
- - I- Nt
.	 k} c
a I (tk,T) =
0, 0 < T < Ar I (tk )/c	 (2-39b)
	
E	 It was established, following equation (2-29) for the S(t k ) in the
direct path component, that the I3(t k) were independent random variables.
The 13(tk ), however, are functions of properties of the transmitted
signal which the $ i ( tk ) in the reflection components share. For each 1,
the initial value of 0 I ( tk ), say 0 i ( t 1 ), was modeled as an independent
random variable uniformly distributed on E- n,fr], but as a consequence
of the above, it was felt that the scan-to-scan change In 0121 e.g.,
13 1 ( tk-H - $ I (tk ), should be related to the corresponding change in 0,
i.e. a(tk+I S - S(tk). Use of (2-29) and (2-37) gave the relations
	
^.	 Is(tic+1)	 0i(tk)] - E13(tk+E l - 13(tk)] - cc [Ar i (tR	 ) - Ar i (tR )]
k+I	 k
(2-40)
	
E	
= [a(t	 } - B(t }] - --c (t	 -t )Ar (t )k+l	 k	 c	 k+1	 k	 i k
	
1 
I	 (2-40a)
{
in the latter of which relatively Insignificant terms corresponding to
(J
the last In (2-37b) were dropped. In the simulation this relation assured
the smooth evolution of the simulated multipath interference phenomena.
Specializing more concrete! now to the s i gnal in the (linear-) i-fP	 g	 Y	 9
channel of the receiver, where the total signal, y, comprises direct
V'	 path, reflection path and receiver noise components,we assume the i-f
- bandpass characteristic Is appropriately symmetrical about the nominal
bandcenter frequency, 
wIF. 
The noise then, a process generated at the
receiver and hence modeled with sample function r(T), Is assumed to
^i be a stationary, bandpass, zero-mean Gaussian procesF. with variance
I
	
	
Jnz. A quadrature expansion of the noise n(T) is possible, therefore,
and the following formulation of the composite signal y with bivarlatei
argument (tkyT) results:
}	 y(tk,T) = yD (tk ,T) + y R (tk ,T) + n(T)	 (2-41)
where
yD(tWT) = a(t k)p[9A(tk+ T) - V tk)Jcos[w IFT + Wt k  - mcT k tk) /c)]
(2-42)
= yD (tk,T)cosw lFT - yp (tk,z)sInw lFT	 (2-43)
C .	 s
--^	
)
y^(tMT) = Ja i (tk ,T)PEOA(tk + T _	 c
Or I
 (tk ) 
- 0R (tk)^I	 i
cos[ra IF T  + (^ I (tk ) - mc4T (t k VC) I
lE	 - yR ctk ,T)cosuj	 - yR (t T)sinw T
c	 s
n(T)	 nc(T)cosmlFT - ns(T)s.inwIFT
In which
(;I
yp (tk,T) = a(tk)p[AA(tk + T) - 9(tk)Icos[B(tn ) - wcT k t k )/c] (2-47)
s^
c
I
.12
(2-44)
(2-45)
(2-46)
YD ( tk ,T) + yR ( tk ,T) + nc (T)c	 c
YD (tk,T) + y  (t WT) + n 5 (T)s	 s
me (tk,T) + msZ (tk,T)
arc tan[ms (tk,T)/mc(tk,T)]
(2-54)
(2-55)
(2-56)
(2-57)
i
,._..,.._
l
I
i
i
^I
Y6 (tk,T) = a(tk)p[eA (t k + T) - a(tk )Is in[a(tn ) - WCTk tk) /cl
s
(2-48)
Ar(t )
y R {tk ,T) =
 Yal(tk'T)PEOA(tk+Tlkc Rk
c
	i
cosEo i (tk ) - mcTrT_ (tk UCD	 (2-49)
Ar l
 (tk)
y R (tk,T) = Xal(tk, T)p[9A(tk	
c
+ T -	 ) - a (ts	 k)^
sin[a i (t k ) - wcTrT (tk)/cl	 (2-50)
k
and
n c (T), ns (T), the quadrature components of the noise, are independent,
stationary low-pass Gaussian processes, each with mean zero, variance
ant, and two-sided bandwidth equal to the i-f bandwidth.
	 (2-51)
Hence
y(tk,T) = mC (tk,T)cosW iFT - ms (tk ,T)sinw IFT	 (2-52)
= M(tk ,T)cos[w IFT - r(tk,T)]	 (2-53)
where
mc(tk,T)
i
ms(tk:T)
i^
M(tk,T }
j
T(tk,T)
[_j	 The principal signal modeling results to date have been presented.
These results have been used in the digital simulation studies described
{.t	
in Chapter 1V and in the optimal receiver design analysis of Chapter Ill.
In the.simulation the local time variable T was discretized, of course,
ti	 a sampling rate equal to the i-f bandwidth (160 kHz) being chosen.
13
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Other small refinements, such as dropping certain ^/c terms, etc.,
were made also where permissable; reference is made to Chapter IV
for a more detailed description of the simulation study.
The optimal design studies undertaken to date and reported in.
Chapter III were specialized to a signal model involving only the
direct-path and receiver noise components. This initial focus on
the multipath-free case was ,justified on several counts:
I. The study establishes for reference purposes the optimum
level of performance obtainable t o a multipath-free
environment.
2. It provides insight into the structural properties of MLS
receivers resulting from the requirement for optimal
performance in a very basic and generally applicable
disruptive environment.
3. The algorithms that result under this specialization represent
lower bounds in computational complexity in relation to those
optimal processors associated with the more complex environ-
ment of interest.
The first point cannot be overemphasized; the MLS receiver will operate
most of the time without significant multipath interference, and its
performance during such periods Is not outside our concern In this
study.
In re-extending our concern to the multipath-corrupted signal,
the results obtained above will probably not be used directly because
of the very high dimension of the parameter space associated with the
total reflected signal
YR(tWT) ° IYR (tk,T)	 (2-58)
i.	 I
where yR is,given In equation (2-38). Instead a stocastic process
model (really a random field model) with associated sample function
YR(tk,z) is being considered. This is done in conjuntion with considerations
of the estimati on algorithm to be used, since the statistics of interest
{
14
i
f
k
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T'
depend to some extent on the latter. Second-order statistics on the
scan interval and local to the arrival time of the direct-path pulse
are expected to be important; variations of these statistics with t 
are the basis for an adaptive approach to the suppression of multipath
interference. If first- and second--order statistics turn out to be
sufficient, a unique Gaussian random field model is implied and the
possibility of an adaptive algorithm of manageable dimensions.
Lastly, a state-variable model is needed as a prerequisite to the
application of modern recursive estimation techniques to this problem.
Such a model generally would describe the (short-term) evolution of
the A/C angular coordinate and other parameters of interest and relate
these to the observed receiver signal. In the desired model the "state"
should include the A/C angular coordinate, of course, but also all un-
known parameters whose estimates are needed for use in the angular
coordinate estimate calculation. In the locally optimum estimation
scheme to be described in Chapter III, for example, the latter parameter
set included the signal strength parameter a(t) and the apparent i-f
carrier frequency w 0 (t) (Note: the latter estimate may not be needed
if the nominal i-f carrier frequency is sufficiently great with respect
to the doppler shift (which is about $00 Hz/100 kts speed, for a 5000 MHz
r-f carrier frequency)). In addition, in an adaptive .design an "aug-
mented state" may appear and include some parameters associated with evo-
lution of the "state--proper," thus allowing some estimation of the
model as well as the variables of prime interest. The forms of models
needed in the recursive estimation study will be determined later when
recursive estimation algorithms are considered in greater detail.
r.
CHAPTER III
OPTIMAL MLS RECEIVER DESIGN
Under the optimal tracking criterion two approaches to receiver
design were considered:
I. Locally optimum estimation [3] in which it is assume6 the
tracking error is always small and constant on the Interval
of observation (the scan interval), and thus can be esti-
mated as a parameter without requiring a knowledge of the
a priori statistics of the A/C angular coordinate of interest.
2. Recursive state estimation [4, Chapters 7,8,and 91 in which
a state space model Is assumed and used to provide smoothing
of the evolving estimates and also extrapolation Into and
possible through periods of signal fade.
Quadrature detection of the I-F signal arises in these algorithns, and
to preserve the option for analog implementation of these staves con-
tinuous-time formulations were used mostly. The principal signal
model used In the initial studies was the direct-path-component-plus-
noise specialization.
Locally Optimum Estimation [3]
In this formulation the received signal on the present scan interval
Is modeled.as an observations process {y(t),t E [O,T]} with sample
function of -the general form
. 
y(t) *c.s(t,m+e,a) + n(t), t e [0,T]	 (3-1)
where
t = local receiver time on the present scan interval 	 (3-2)
[0,T]= the present scan interval wrt local receiver time 	 (3-3)
s(t, • , • ).= a sample function of a process or a sure function with which
the modulation or parameter of interest is associated. 	 (3-4)
n(t) = a sample function of a white Gaussian noise process 6(t),
t s [O,T]} with known power density N0 .	 (3-5)
m+e true present value of the unknown parameter (or parameter vector)
t^
^v
F .-
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-to be estimated, assumed constant fort e [O,T] 	 (3-6)
- in = estimate of the unknown parameter, based on observations
through the last, but not the present, scan interval
(possible extrapolated to the present, however)
	 (3-7)
e = error in the last estimate, m	 (3-81
a = a random parameter (or parameter vector) in which we have
no estimation interest	 (3-9)
To avoid technical difficulty with mathematical processing of white
nolse the integrated observations process {Y(t),t e [0,T31 is con-
sidered instead of {y(t), It e [0,T]1, where
Y(t) _ fos(T,m+e,a)dT + N(t) 	 (3-10)
i
and N(t) is a Wiener process for which
N(t)N(T)> = NOmin(t,T)	 (3-I1)
(and where < ) denotes mathematical expectation).}f
The objective is to estimate the (unobservable) error e and to
refine the parameter estimate m using the error estimate. Following
Murphy [3], probability measures relevant to this objective in a
locally optimum estimation context are the following:
- Q	 = measure corresponding to {N(t), t e [0,T]) (3-12)
S	 = measure corresponding to {s(t,m+e,a), t e [O,T]) (3-13)
Ys = measure corresponding to {Y(t), It s [O,T]Is) (3-1.4)
i Pe = measure corresponding to {Y(t), t s [O,T]} (3-15)' ^
An estimate a of a is said to be locally optimum [3] at e = 90 if two
I^ conditions, stated below, are satisfied; allintegrations are taken over
the underlying elementary event space.(universe), denoted 12;
1.) The estimate a is 	 locally unbiased at e0 ,	 i.e.,
i? a)	 if (e-	 eQ)dPeO - 0 (a vector), and (3-16)
17
3r-
b)	 fao ) TdPe 	= I(the unity matrix),
re
,4(e (3-17)
_j where { ) T denotes the transpose of ( ).
2.)	 The estimates has minimum mean square error among all locally
unblascd estimates of a at e 0 ,	 I.e.	 if a Is any estimate of e	 -
locall y unbiased at e0 , then
e0 )(eA - e0 ) TdPe
0 	e0 
)( a^ - e0 ) TdPeO (3^-18)
'in the sense of the usual "weak" order relation on a
set of non-negative definite square matrices of the
i
same dimension.
Murphy [3] has shown that the locally optimum estimate e of e at
e = 0 is given by
e = 4)	 A
0 
(Y) (3-19)	 i
where A0 is the vector whose ith component, A O	 is given by
r
dP	 di4
s
a	
e
We. Q( 	d	 )n 
^
e
if	 0^	 ¢dj	 e_0
A	 (Y) _
0.
(3-20)
i 0	 , otherwise
and
-z
_1
^0 =	 AO (Y0 )A^(YO )dP (3-21)
' -1 in which YO is given by (3-10) with e = 0. 	 If e = 0, the residual mean
square error (i.e., the error covariance matrix) associated with this
^ 1 estimate Is K I , that Is
fee dP0 = Q 1 (3-222) 
t
Radon-Nikodym derivatives associated with this estimate are the following:
-	
'
j
dYs	 1	 T	 I	 T 2
=.. exp (	 fOs(t1.m+e,a)dY(t) -	 f0s (t,rn+e,a)dt) (3-23)
!
8	 2N
(the first integral above being a Wiener integral) and
' dP	 dY
dQe = f dQs S(ds),	 (3-24)
this latter integral being taken over the space ' of realizations of
{s(t,m+e,a), t e [O,Tj}.	 When s(t.,m+e,a) = s(t,m+e),
	
i.e.
	
is deterministic,
1 then S is degenerate,
	 i.e., there exists a realization of the process
_. {s(t,m+e), t c [0,Tj} such that S({sl) = 	 1,	 in which case 
dPe	 dYs
dQ 	 dQ
Another special case of interest is when s(t,m+e,a)	 is a deterministic
function of random parameter a, which ranges on the reals, R I , with
induced probability measure P. 	 Then the collection of realizations of
the process {s(t,m+e,a), t e [O,T]l is indexed by a e R l ,and we may
write
^_. dPe	 dYs(t,m+e,a)
= 
f	
P (da)	 (3-25)
f
dQ	 Rl	 dQ
I where dY s (t,m+e,a)/dQ denotes the form in (3-23) with the functional
form of s(t,m+e,a) substituted as required. 	 if V is Lebesque measure on
R l and P is absolutely continuous with respect to p, then we may also
write
dPe
	dYs(t,m^+e,a)	 di'
^W
- f	
(a) dv(a)	 (3-26)
I:E	 . dQ	 RI	 dQ	 dp
where 
d	
(a)	 is the probabilit y density Of the random variable a.
1
k: N
h Application of	 locally optimum estimation to the MLS receiver
design problem,	 specialized to the direct-path-signal--plus-noise case,
w.
is made by	 letting s = y O ,	 i.e.,	 referring to (2-27),
s(t,m+e,a). = ap[6 A (t)	 - 63cos[wOt + s], t s [O,T]	 (3-27)
r- f and making the associations
Lj
m+e =	 a	 (3=28)
010
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a^'f
i
a	 (3-29)
a.;	 It is illuminating to regard 0 as a known parameter temporarily and
k	 regard s( ) as a "sure" function of t and the parameters e, a, m04
In this case, as explained following (3--24), the measure 5 is degenerate
and
die - dY( )	
expo 	 f^p^6	
2
A(t) - B^cos^wQ t^ R^dY(^)	
^II^1 gI(9)]Q 0	 0
(3-30)
where
q
1
 (a) ° 2fQp2 [eA (t)	 6]cos 2EW t + s]dt	 (3-31)
= fpp 2 CeA (t) - e]dt
	 (3-32)
Then, from (3-20)
^ T•	 A	 A	 ^2	 ry
-^JQp[6A (t) - 6]cosEmOt	 S]dY(t) -- 4 gl (B)
AO (Y) = N0	 JOpEeA(t) - 6'cosEwOt + OdY(tl - -q l (9)	 (3-33)
T
-afOpEB
A (t) - e]tsinEw t + S]dY(t)
where
e ., a., w are last estimates, corresponding to m
	 (3-34)0 .:
dp(e )
p(e^(t) - e)	 de 
e	 (3-35)
e	 ee	 (eA(t)	 e)
e dq^(6) 	
T
q 1(e) =	
dg	
-2fOpeA(t}	 9]p[e A (t)	 e?dt.	 (3-36)
The last quantity, g 1 (6), is very nearly zero (hence q 1 (e) i s very nearly
A
a .constant), except when V is near the ends of the interval of coverage,
(-60 0 , +600 ) for azimuth. To an extent the bivariate nature of
p.( ), i.e. the channel-cross-coupling effect discussed following (2--2).,
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also affects the functions q l ( ) and 4 1 ( ). Under the assumption these
combined effects are negligible, the approximations
q i (6) = constant ('= 0p [6A (t)]dt)	 (3--37)
q 1 (6) = 0	 (3-38)
are made with the result that
AO (YO ) = N JTMdN (t)	 (3-39)
0
where
-4[9A(t) - 6]cos[W t + a]
M =	 PLO M - e]cosEw t + s] (3-40)
I
-atp[6A(t) - e]sinEwOt + s]
The result	 (3-39)	 follows from setting e = 0	 in Y(t)	 in (3-10) and then
substituting the resulting Y O	 into (3-33)	 and simplifying.
The above Implies,	 then,	 by	 (3--21) that
^0 = N
	
[JpMdN(t)][J0MTdN(t)]dP0 (3-41)
i !
_I	
<Ef
T
MdN(t)][J©MTdN(t)]> (3-42)
0
which, since Mt),t s [0,T]l is a Wiener process with <N(t.N(T)>
	
as
Ij given	 in	 (3-11),	 can be written
I 0 =	 JoMM dt (3-43)
Li 0
Substitution from (3-40) and use of some trigonometric identities (and
some nearly obvious notational shorthand)gives
1 21
a2^2( I + cos2C ^) _ap ( l + cos2C ^} a2 t,pp ( si n2C ])
2	 2	 2
0o=
	 fT -app(1 + cas2C ^)	 p2 ( l + cos2[ ) -atpz(s i n2C I}	 dfiNO 0	 2	 2	 2
a2fipP{
sin2C ^)	
-at'pz( stn2C ^)	 a2fi2p2(I - czs2[ I)
(3-44)
And asympt'ot-icaIly as too	 (or gets very large),
a2g2^ 0	 0
^ Q Z	 0	 _q_	 0	 (3-45)
0
0	 0	 a2g3(e)
2
where, under the approximating assumptions made,
q I (e) = lOp2C6A M - BIdt .
	
= fOp 2CeA M Idt = q i , a constant
	
q! _ 0	 (3-46)
q2 (e) _ ^Op zC6A M - @^dt-	 _ ^Op2CeA(t)ldt = q 2, a constant
	
q l z 0	 (.3-47)
q 3 (e) = f P zCeAM - elt•2dt-	 = q ,
,rz 
(e).
	
(3-46)
1 q, z 0
Consequently, the covariance matrix, 0- I , for the estimation error,
e - e0, is approximately
2/(a 2g2 }	 0	 0
00I ^N0
	 0	 2/ql:	 0	 (3-49)
0	 0	 2/W q3 (9) }
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and the locally optimum estimate a is obtained by combining (3-46)
through (3-49) and (3-33) with (3-19):
A	 A	 A
- 
q2 
fQp[60) - e]cos[wOt + O]dY(t)	 ee
A	 A	 A	 A
e =	 gl f0p[eA (t) - 9]cos[wOt + g]dY(t) - a	 =	 ea	 (3-50)
&q3( fOp[eA (t) -e]tsin[m0t +0]dY(t)	 ewo
or, alternatively (recall s was assumed known)
- 2 [coso(fTpEe(t)^	 -
2	
A
- sin0{fa^[eA(t)
e =	 -A 
qI 
[c oss(fTp[6A {t) -
- sinR(jOp[eA(t)
&gzc9)[Cosa(jQp[eA(t)
3 + sino(fOp[eA(+
e]coswOtdY(t))
- 0]sinwOtdY(t))]
6]casW0tdY(t) )
- e]sinw0tdY(t))]
A
g]tsinw0tdY(t))
- e]tcosw0tdY(t))]
	 (3-51)
l=or instrumentation purposes, dY M would be replaced with y(t)dt and
physical dumping integrators employed to integrate the six outputs of three
weighted or gated auadrature detectors, corresponding to the above. Other
significant observations that can be made Include:
1. The estimator Is dependent upon the prior estimate values
but not the noise variance parameter, NO•
2. The error covariance is proportional to noise parameter N O , and
of particular interest is the variance associated with e e , the
estimated A/C angular parameter:
<ee	 _ {°) C G )2
(3-52)
where the first factor is a measure of the ratio of noise-to-
23
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f5
t
h,
I	 ^^
s
estimated signal power, and the second factor is the reciprocal
of the Integral of p 2 , given In (3-47).
3. The estimate a in (3-50) involves an Integral less the
a
prior estimate of a, a. Hence the integral 15 a global esti-
„iate of a,given y(t) and prior estimates of a and w 0. The
error covariance of the estimate is proportional to N, but
independent of other parameters (under the stared assumption
q1(e) = 0 for all e of interest.
Returning now to the more realistic situation in which R is regarded
as a random variable uniformly distributed on the interval [-v,wl as
described following (2-29), we have from (3-30)
dY (t, m+e, a)	 2
S dQ	 = exp(- a4N O( F))exp(R f0 E9 A t) -e]cos[w0t + R]dY(t))O	 o
= Ceexp[ N (I c (Y) Cos 5 - I s (Y)s€na]
0	 e	 e
Is (Y)
= Ceexp[	 1,e(Y) + 1 se(Y} cos(R - arc tan ( 
I e(Y))}]0	 ce
where
Ce	 exp (- a24l^ipe } )	 (3-56)
I  (Y) = fapceA (t) -- e]cos w0tdYM	 (3-57)	 3
e
AT
Ise(Y) = jap[eA (t) - e]sinwotdY(t)	 (3-58)
Ee(Y)	 is (Y) + I S (Y)	 (3-62)
e	 e
and 1 0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, zeroth order.
The above relates to other results, which are well known [5D,[63.
Substituting the above results in (3--20) we obtain, after some
manipulation, the following:
aZq (8)	 1
0
(Y)
	
I (Y)	 ^fT
4N0	N ( 1 0 (Y)	 E0(Y) opcoswotdy
0
	
1I	
s
(Y)
	
I	 (Y)	
,.
4	 0 T•
	
+ 1
0 (Y)
	
-f 0(Y)f0psinmotdY)
0
{6)	 I1 ('^ )	 I c (Y)	 ^
A0(Y)=
	
- 2N	 N ( 1 00 (Y)	 Eo Y ,1(opcoswOtdY0	 0
	
1 1 (Y)	 Is 
0 
(Y)	 ^
-r 10
-- (Y ) + E -Y--) f 0ps i nw^tdY )
0
I I	 c(Y) 	I	 (Y)
70 ( 1 00 (Y)	
E0(Y) f0ptsinw0tdY
0
1
10 
(Y)	 i
s
 (Y)
1(Y) F0^-)) ^optcoswOtdY)	 (3-63)00	 0
in which new notation appearing is defined as follows:
P A=
 
p[BA (t) - 61	 (3-64)
^ A
1
,t
^	 ^	 f
„J
I
I
,
i
f
I”
i
is (Y)	 J0p [eA (t) - 6]sinw0tdY(t) per (3-58)
0
I l (Y)
	
11{	 EO(Y))
0	 0
where 1 1 is the modified Besse[ function of the first kind, first order.
A simplific;^_-I"ion of (3-63) is possible with the definition of four more
quantities similar to (3-68) and (3-69) above:
•
(Y) = J Qp[6 A (t)j 
A	 A
- 9 ]coswotdY(t)	 (3-71)
0
Js	 (Y)	 = JOp(e A (t) -- 9]sinw0tdY(t)	 (3-72)
Q
Kc (Y)	 J^p[eA {t) - 6]tcoswatdY(t)	 (3-73)
0
Ks (Y)	 J0p[6 A (t) - 63tsinw0tdY(t)	 (3-74)
0
(3-69)
(3-70)
Further, the quantity I l (Y)/I 0 (Y), essentially a soft--limiter function
with initial slope = 1/20 and maQimuP1 values of + I, will be denoted by
LO (Y); it Is closely approximated by an arc tangent expression, i.e.,
^
A I 1 (^ E (Y))
	
L0
 (Y) 0
	=	 arc tan [1 ^ E0 (Y)(3-75)
	
IT	 4i6(— E (Y))	 0(^	 0 0
i
With these definitions A (Y) can be written 	 I0
Al q l (e)	 aL0(Y)	 3
	
4N	 N E (Y) [I c (Y)J c (Y) + I s (Y)J s (Y)]0	 0 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
aq (6)
	
L (Y)
AO(Y) - - 2NN
oE(Y)(Y) [ IG (Y) + I^ (Y)]	 (3-76)
	
0	 0 0	 0	 0
z
3
L
0 (Y)
N E (Y) [I c (Y)Ks (Y) - I s (Y) c (Y)]
	
0 0
	
0	 0	 0	 0
i
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which together with (3-67) through (3-69) and (3-71) through (3-74)
Indicates the amount of processing of the observation y(t) (or Y(t)) that
is required by the optimal processor which Is denied the value of the
carrier phase parameter, 13. Further, a comparison of (3-33), the
known s case, with (3-63) above shows the two expressions for A are
analogous if the following Interpretations are made:
I I (Y)	 I C (Y)	 I 	 (Y)
cos s = ^- • 0	 = L (y)( 0	 )	 (3-77)I O (Y) EO(YT^	 0	 FO(Y}
0
I  (Y)	 _I- (Y)	 is (Y)
sin 13= i o(Y) . _. E {Y) = L0M( E0(Y-) }	 (3-78)
00
	 	 0
These may not be optimum or even good estimates of cos s and sin s in
the usual sense, but locally optimum estimates of e, a, m0
 result from
their use. Certainly it can be shown that for very large signal-to-
noise ratios
cos 13 -} cos 13
	
(3-79)
sins -} sin s
	
(3-80)
In general we settle for less, however, noting, for example
(cos 13) 2 + (sin 13) 2 = LO (Y)	 (3-81)
which is less than unity for finite signal-to-noise ratios.
This is as far as the st6dy of the locally optimum estimation
4
f
,	 technique has progressed. The computation of the error covariance
matrix ' OO for the random 0 case has yet to be done (if further effort
on this direct-path-signal-plus-noise case is warranted). This matrix
I '._	 is not a function of the observation Y(t); it is needed to complete
!	 the solution for the error estimate a via (3-19) as well as providing
i
I t' t
4
F
r
a
i
F	 j 	 -
3r
I
!
^	 11
i
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the desired reference performance measure. The structure of a representa-
tive implementation of this receiver algorithm is shown in Figure 111-1.
The quadrature detection represented by the calculations of
i cC , 3 50 , KcC , Ksa , (3-68), (3-69) and (3-71) through (3-74)carespectively,
would be done with analog circuitry, and the remaining calculations
associated with the error estimation, (3-19), (3-76), (3-67), (3-75),
etc., as well as the A/C angle estimate update, would be done in a
digital microprocessor. This algorithm requires a knowledge of the
noise power density N0 . In a baseband simulation of this algorithm the
quadrature detection integrations, (3-68), (3--69) and (3-71) through
(3-74), would be represented by integrations of the low-frequency
t.. (i.e. difference frequency) components of the integrands shown in the
equations.
The extension of the locally optimum estimation algorithm to
multipath-corrupted signals will be an Early objective in the continuation
of the project. The problem will center on modeling as a process the
reflection component y R(t) of the received signal y(t) = y p (t) + yr(t) + n(t)
described in Chapter 11, and then calculating the required likelihood
ratio (radon-Nikodym derivative), Kailath's work [61, [7], [81 will
help in this second aspect. The successful extension to the multipath-
corrupted signal is expected to result in an adaptive algorithm, which
approach is discussed further in the conclusion to this chapter.
The complexity of the optimal quadrature detector processors that
I' have resulted motivates a serious consideration of the rectifier-type
of envelope detector and the processing optimally of its output to
produce the estimate of the A/C angular coordinate. The difficulty
t	 in considering this option from the locally optimum estimation view-
point stems from the possible inapplicability of the latter model (as
i	 formulated by Murphy) `'o the rectIfied-6envelopre process and the possibility
that a suitable likelihood ratio expression cannot be found in the
k	 literature and will have to be derived. These problems are related to
the fact that, even in the multipath-free case, the corruption of the
envelope process (induced by receiver noise) has the following properties:
28
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Recursive State Estimation
Recursive state estimation (RSE) has some appeal for the MLS
application, but algorithms of this class in general have some undesir-
able characteristics which must be understood and whose effects minimized.
In addition, general RSE algorithms are based upon system models in
standard state variable forms, and algorithms considered for the MLS
application must accomodate the special form and uncertainties in the
MLS signal model. The adaptation and evaluation of recursive state
estimation techniques for the MLS application is presently at an early
stage. This is only a brief description of some relevant properties of
recursive state estimators and a discussion of our initial concerns in
the direction of inquiry.
Underlying the RSE approach generally are the following:
i. A valid state-variable model
2. A choice of some specific criterion of optimality of estimation
3. An objective of optimal estimation based on all observations
from some initial time through the present.
The algorithms that result are characterized generally by both an evolving
state estimate and an evolving covariance-of-estimation error..matrix
(assuming model validity). The importance of the latter is underscored
	
ff	 by the pre_,ence of the error covariance as a (matrix-) factor In the
processing (Kalman) gain for new observations---as was the case in the
locally-optimun; estimation algorithm (though the error covariance used
there for gain calculations was a static quantity).
	
f_2	 The updating of the error covariance in RSE, usually in a "down-
ward" direction as the data base grows, Is a distinguishing feature of
RSE and one that makes model validity so important. For linear systems
	
k }	 with a valid model, for example, the algorithm developed under the
least mean squared error criterion produces the exact estimate value
j	 (without approximation), and the estimator Is finite dimensional and
globa!,y asymptotically convergent. If the model used Is not sufficient-
Iy accurate, the expected and characteristic downward drift may be
31
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present in the computed error covariance, but the latter may bear little
relation to the covariance of the true error; a form of filter divergence
results.
When the system is nonlinear, the exact estimate in general is
	
.I	
infinite-dimensional, necessitating for purposes of implementation some
form of approximation, which, in turn may affect the modeling validity.
	
,
	 Successful extensions of RSE to nonlinear systems in general are finite-
dimensional algorithmic approximations which are convergent in the
	
E	 locale of the true state valu); from this standpoint RSE appears as a
promising approach to tracking algorithm development for optimal MLS
receivers.
A valid model is clearly a crucial factor in applications of RSE,
and requires careful selection of many parameter values. To ease this
task somewhat by reducing the number of parameters, one might be tempted
In some cases to remove the stochastic forcing function from his model,
i.e., to model his system as either unforced or forced by a known
deterministic function. The first implication of this is that the
conditional expectation of the state at one point in time, given the
state value at some other point in time, is not a random variable; the
final consequences may be disastrous. With only observation noise
in the model the calculated error covariance matrix tends toward sinqu-
larity (actually may approach the zero matrix) as time and the (implicit)
data base grow arbitrarily large. The Kalman gain then becomes very
	
!	 small, limiting severely the influence of later observation.	 In this
r
situation the estimator is said to be in "data saturation" and is
especially prone to the filter divergence syndrome, caused now, in
part, by computational errors, such as round-off, etc.
Two ways to avoid data saturation are as follows:
1) Use static noise of sufficient intensity in the model
2) Use a limited memory approach to restrict the effective data
	
i	 base to the most recen' observations.
The first approach is the usual one taken in RSE applications; the
application of locally optimum estimation to the MLS problem, as described
previously, is an example of the second approach. Both approaches
effectively place a lower
,
 bound on the Kalman gain used in processing
new observations.
The digital computation of an evolving error covariance matrix
presents certain problems also, arising from the finite-wordlength
structure of digital machines. Covariance matrices in general are
characterized by the symmetric and non-negative definite properties of
matrices. Digital computational errors arising in a RSE algorithm can
be categorized into two groups in relation to their effects on filter
performance:
I. Those that degrade the performance only slightly in terms of
convergence and tracking properties.
2. Those that induce filter divergence.
Computational errors made in the estimate extrapolation and update
probably are of the first type and are remedied in subsequent updates.
Computational errors made in the covariance matrix extrapolation and
update tend to be of the second type; particularly those associated
with the loss of the symmetric and non--negative definite properties
Two ways to circumvent this problem are as follows:
I. Integrate the covariance matrix equation off-line, if possible,
on a high--precision machine and use the resulting steady-state
solution as a matrix constant in the estimator.
2.' Reformulate the error covariance propagation problem in terms
of propagation of a triangular ma+ rix square root of the error
covariance.
The first approach may result in substantially suboptimal performance
during certain periods of time, but provides additional benefits of
computational simplicity (on-Tine) and no possibility of data saturation.
The second approach insures the (now implicit) covariance matrix will
have the requisite matrix properties, but at a moderate increase in
computational complexity. Optimality of the estimate is maintained through-
oui- all phases of its evolution, however, a benefit that must be weighed
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carefully considering the relative transience of multipath interference
in the composite received signal.
Finally, it is noted that straight-forward application of RSE
theory to the MLS receiver problem gives algorithms which assume the
carrier phase is known, as with the first application of the locally
optimum estimation theory. Extension of the RSE theory is needed to
treat the case of interest where the carrier phase Is a parameter of
no intrinsic interest, modeled as a uniformly distributed random
r	
variable on E-fr,wl Extensions would be desirable also to the cases
where the signal had been preprocessed with linear or quadratic detectors
(rectifier-types), and consequently baseband observations were available
but which were corrupted effectively by signal dependent noise that was
neither Gaussian, additive nor zero mean, as discussed under locally
optimum estimation.
i.r
^j
;
Conclusions
Both the locally optimum estimation and recursive state estimation
approaches possess both good and bad features in relation to the MLS
receiver design problem. It is expected that both algorithms should be
considered for application in the final design. RSE could provide the
desired extrapolation between scan periods and into fades, as required,
given a valid state model. Locally optimum estimation might then be
used to provide needed estimates of the state model parameters, which
may themselves vary with time but knowledge is lacking of the associated
laws of evolution and statistics. Much additional work is needed, of
course, to obtain quantitative design and performance data on such
a scheme and to describe the effects of such partitioning of the joint
problem of identification-state estimation.
Finally,. the m;3ltlpath propagation disturbance should be put back
into the model and its effect on the estimation algorithm determined.
The preferable type of algorithm would be an adaptive one. A non-
adaptive approach Would appear possible also in which the averaged
performance of a class of multipath environments is optimized, but its
perform=nce in any one environment could be poor. The adaptive approach
34
is expected to ' be one in which the "ga ges" of the tracking receiver are
modulated in some way by estimates of parameters associated with the
multipath interference model.
i
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CHAPTER IV	 !
i
I
SUBOPTIMAL DESIGN AND SIMULATION EVALUATION
i
i
A suboptimal	 receiver study was undertaken in order to consider
some classical	 receiver designs involving envelope detection and
subsequent processing by a form of early-late gating. 	 This provided an
opportunity to improve the computer simulation as well as to produce a
candidate receiver design which could be used as a performance standard
in evaluating future receivers. 	 No attempt was made to optimally process
l the envelope-detected signal.	 Simulation results, however,	 indicate
t that such a course may well be worthwhile.
EReceiver Algorithm Design
E=arly design involved the development of a centroid receiver which
utilized the relation between envelope pulse centroids and thlz. ?IC angular
coordinate 8.	 This receiver recomputed centrold positions (and thus 8)
for each TO-I=RO scan, rather than computing error in the estimate of 8
from the previous scan;	 i.e.,	 it was not a tracking receiver, and since
it processed the signal envelope received over the entire scan interval,
it had no multipath suppression ability.	 Several	 forms of early-late
gate tracking algorithms were then considered, with a square-gate versionf ^
selected as the new receiver design. 	 A development of the square--gate
f"
3
tracking receiver will	 now be presented.
t
The square-gate receiver algorithm produces an estimate of the A/C
i
p; coordinate	 by computing the error in the estimate from the previous
scan.	 Let 8(t) = 8(t k ) on the kth scan	 interval	 (from 2-E6), and	 let
e(k)	 represent the receiver estimate of 8(t k ).	 e	 is formed as follows:
` e(k +	 1)	 8(k)	 + 6e(k)	 (4-1)
AG(k)	 fTp^(T)g[T,e(k)]dT	 (4-2)	 i
where T is the local scan time at the A/C (from 2-23), PD T) 	is the
i direct-path signal	 envelope, on the	 (k+ I)st scan,	 and g[T,8(k)] is the
R
gating function (see Figure	 IV-1).	 The envelope function	 is given by:
s
r},	 L
f
I
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p0(T)	 ap[e A (T) - 9(t k)^	 (4-3)
0 O + nT 	0 <T <Ts
0A (T)BQ + QTs	 Ts< T < T F 	14-4)
6 + PTs - q (T - TF 	TF < T < T
1,.	 where VO) Is the envelope selectivity function defined by (2-0. In
Figure IV-1, tp I and tP2 are the envelope centrolds. The receiver gates
are centered at tgl and t92 which are estimates of 
tPl and tp2 based on
9(k). Each gate has height G and half-=width w so that the gating function
becomes:
G:
g[T,6(k)3 =	 -G:
0
t91 and t 9 are the va
9(k) - 8p
tg i -	 Si
tg 1 - w <	 < tg 1 or t92 < T < t92 + w
tg I < T < tg + w, or t92 - w < T < tg
I	 2
otherwise
	 (4-5)
lues of T when a A (T'^ = e(k) and are given by:
(4-6)
t92 W T
s + TF { 8 Q	8(k)	 (4-7)
Define the error term 0e  as follows:
ee (k)	 9(tk+I ) - e(k)	 (4--8)
It follows from (4-1) that 6(k) Is an estimate of 0
e 
W. A relation
	 ^
between the gate height and width is desired which will drive [e(tk+i l -- e(k+l)1
to zero by equating A9(k) and 0
e 
W. From (4-2) we have:
tg +w
	 t92+wABW = ftg!_w gET,9(k)jp 0 (T)dz + ft
	
w g[T,6(k)]p 0 (T)d-r	 (4-9)
i
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= GfOwpp (T + t91 MT - Gf'p , 	+ tg )dT - GfOwpO (T + tg )dT
	
!	 2
	
+ GfOpp (T + tg Z )dT	 (4-10)
{3
PD ('r + tgi ) is found by combining (4-6), (4-7), (4-4), and (4-3). Coupling
j	 this result with (4-8), we can rewrite (4-10) as:
A6(k) = aGEfOwp(OT - 6 e )dT - f'p(S3T - 6e )dT - fOwp(-RT - 6e )dT+ fWp(-9T - ee}dT]
E4	
(4-11)
Note that if e e(k) = 0, Am) = 0, as expected. Assume 6
e 
(k) is small.
Then:
p(QT - 6 e )	 pOQTl - ee dd(SRBT)
	
(4-12)
B e	a
	
fowp ( ±QT - e e )dT : fOwp( +SdT)dT	 Be f O"wdp(RT) _ (w) + ^^ Cp( o) - p(SZw)^
(4-13)
Substituting this result into (4-11) yields:
e (k)
Ae(k) = aG[ e	 (4p(Qw) - 4p(0))D	 (4-14)
4aGPe W[I - p(SZw)]
(4-15)
Equating 6(kl and 6s (k), we have:
t
G - 4a I - p[Szw)	 (4-16)
a
It is assumed that the envelope selectivity function p( • ) will be known.
i	
Thus, given a knowledge of the signal amplitude a, the gate height G
` 
	 can be computed for an desired width w such that 6(k) = 6 (kl (assumingP	 Y	 e	 9	 l
that 6e is sufficiently small). Although a is not known by the A/C, it
l
can be estimated by noting in Figure IV-1 that
1	 a= pp (tpi ),	 i = 1,2	 (4-17)
.x
.	 ^	
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An estimate of a can be obtained by averaging signal envelope samples
taken at fig, and tg2 , which are estimates of 
tPl 
and tP2 . This estimate
can then be substituted for a in (4-16) to compute G.
The square gate receiver was developed without considering the
effects of additive noise or multipath upon the received signal envelope.
This approach can be defended in light of the following:
I. The positive and negative areas of the gating function are
equal. It Is therefore expected that the effect upon the estimate of
noise occurring in a positive gate will be roughly cancelled by that of
noise occurring In a negative gate.
2. Any multipath distortions in the envelope occurring outside the
gates will be ignored.
The receiver tested In the simulation can be described from (4--1)
and (4-2) as:
6(1c +f ) = 6(k)	 f0M(t k+l ")g[T,9(k)3dT	 (4-18)
where g( • ) is defined by (4-5) and p 0 (T) has been replaced with the com-
plete signal envelope M(t k+1 ,T), as presented in (2 Y
-53). On the kth scan
a is estimated by averaging M(tk,t91 ) and M(tk,tg 2 ) (see 4-17), and G
Is Cher. updated:
_Q
G - 2 M(t,t ) + M(t ,fi ) x I - p saw
	
(4-19)
	
! !	 k 91	 k 92
It was decided to set w equal to the time between cent roid and fist zero
of an envelope pulse of PD(T) . This selection of gate width seemed in-
tuitiveiy good in that the gate would include most of the direct signal
	
i	 envelope and yet be narrow enough to exclude most multipath.
The computer simulation Involved a discrete-time version of the
local scan time T, so that the square-gate receiver operated on samples
	
IJ
	
of the envelope M(t MT) . This operation will be described in the next
U
section of this chapter.
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Simulation Modeling
The simulation objective was to evaluate envelope-detector receivers,
making it necessary to model the I.F. signal envelope M(t k,T) in (2-53).
The signal modeling was basicly that of Chapter 11, with the following
changes:
1. The "received scan interval" of (2-22) became
	
r(tk )	 r(tk)
tk + c	 < t < t
k 
+ —
c  
+ T
	 ( 4-20)
in which fairly insignificant rct) terms were dropped. In terms
of local scan time T this interval became (from 2-24)
0 < T < T	 (4-20A)
tRk , defined in (2-25), likewise became
r(t )
tRk	 t  +	
ck	 (4-21)
2. The signal amplitudes a and a  in (2-42) and (2-44) were
assumed constant. This is valid if the A/C and reflector
ranges do not vary appreciably.
3. t  was dropped from the argument of 0 A 0) in (2-42) and (2-44),
as e  is a periodic functior, which reinitiates at t = tk.
4. The range and angle coordinates of the A/C and reflection points
were assumed to be linear functions of time, i.e., r, e, ^, rRi
6 RI , and 
^Ri were made constants.	 (4-22)
The local scan time T was discretixed to simulate sampling of the
received signal envelope M(t k,T). Starting at T = 0, +he envelope was
sampled across the entire scan interval at a rate equal to the IF band-
width B IF (160KHZ). From (4-20A) the number of samples taken in one
scan interval would be
,e(j) = (j - I)8	 l < j < ,! T
	(4-24)
where 4 = I/B IF* The envelope function M(t k,x) can now be expressed in
terms of the discrete local scan time by substituting (4-23) into
equations (2-47) through (2-54) and incorporating the new changes in
Modeling enumerated above;
W r
Y© (t k , j ) = aP[9 A( (j - I )S) - 6 (t k )3cosEO (t	 -.2--^	 ( j - 1 )81	 (4-25)
c
A P D (tk , j )COST D ( t k , j )
	
	
(4-26)
W r
YD (tk , j) = ap[6 A ((j ., I)8) - 6(t k )]sinE13(t k) -	 (j - I)6]	 (4--27)s
A P Q (tk ► j )si nT D (tk
. j }	 (4-28)
Ar. (t )	 W r (t }
yR ( t k ,j) = E a I p^9 A ((j - I)8 -	
^c
k ) - 6 R (tk l]cos[O I (tk) - c Tc k Q - 1)S]
c	 i	 1	 (4-29)
d	
PRi (tk,j ) cc)STR i ( tk ► j )	 (4-30)i
	
Qr.(t )
	 w r (t )
YRS { tk , j) _ ^a I PC6 A ((j - 1 )d -	 ^ kc	 ) - 9 Ri (tk )]sinEa, (t k ) - c Tc k (j -) )S]
i
(4-31)
A 1PRI(tk
i	
,j)sinRi(tk,j) (4-32)
(4-39)
s 1 (tk 	 j = I
IYRI(tk'J) W
T 
E 
(tk , j-1 ) + ATR
I 
( tk ) : 2 < j	 J 
-
-w rc T j k(t )wtere 
"RI 
(t k ) =	 c 	 8
(4-35)
(4-36)
The envelope M(tk,j) now follows directly from (2-54) through (2-56):
M(tk ,j) ' [ ( Y D (tk ,,l )+ YR (tWj)^•nc(J))2 + (YD (t k' J ) `^YR (t k , J ) 
+ ns(j))231/2
c	 c	 s	 s
(4-37)
where nr.(j) and n  Q) are the quadrature noise components of (2-51).
The simulation must compute M(tk,J), j = I to J T , for every TO-FRO
scan of interest. This also involves computing A/C and reflector coordi-
nates and velocities at t  (and in some cases tRK), as these appear as
parameters in the equations Just developed. A description of the
simulation for the kth scan will now be presented.
Let t  (k = I, 2, •••k max ) be evenly spaced, and define:
TUD © t  - tk-I (= 75 milliseconds)
From (4-22) we can update the A/C and reflector coordinates:
r(tk ) = r(tk-1 ) + r -T UD
a
ctk )	
actk- l } + e • TUD
^(tk) 	 O(tk—I) +' TUD
rR. (tk ) = rR (tk_ I ) + rR TUD
f	 t	 i
@R
i (t
k } = 9R E ctk-
Il 
+ 9R • TUD
i
OR (t k )= OR
 
 (tk-1 ) + ;R1 • TIED
43
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i
5
i
3
i
For each reflector we compute rTi (tk ) from (2-12) through (2-14):
4 1
(tk ) = coso(tk }C75OR1 (tk ) cos[e(tk ) - 6Ri(tk)] + sino(tk)sinoRi(tk)
(4-40)
rARi (tk ) 	 [r2 (tk ) - ^ i (tk )r(tk )rRi (tk } + r22 (t k )] 1/2	 (4-41)
rT
i 
(tk ) = r  
i 
(tk ) 
+ rAR 1 (tk )
	
(4-42)
Ar i (t k )  = rT i 
(t k ) - r(t k )	 (4-43)
The time derivative of (4-41) can be shown to be:
r(t k)	 rRi'tk)
rARi (tk ) 
= rAR(tk) [r - i ( tk }rRi ^ + rAR.(tk) [rRi - W tk)r]
i
(4-44)
rT
i 
(tk ) = rR i 
+ 
rAR i 
(tk )	 (4-45)
From assumptions (2-20) and (4-21) we obtain:
rEfi }
r(tRK )	 = r(tk ) + r
ck (4-46)
r(t
	 }
rT (tRK)	 rT (tk ) +
i	 i
rT (tk)	
eki
(4-47)
9Ar (t	 ) = r	 (t	 ) -
I	 RK	 T1	 RK
r(t	 }
RK
(4-48)
i
_ AT 	 (tk )	 is computedR I from (4-36)., Sot T	 (tk,I} to i^(tk ), a
€
uniform
random variable on E-w,nl supplied by a random number generator. From
(2-40) and (435) compute:
J T	 (t	 I)	 =	 {t)	 _ ^(t)R1	 k'	 €	 k	 k + [S (fi	 }i	 k-1 - ${t	 )^ - ^c  [Ar (t	 )k-I	 c	 i	 RK - Ar (t	 )^i	 RK-I
(4-49)
r
44
E
^	
J
iE
f	 ^
f
i
Now M(tk ,j) can be computed for each sample on scan K.
For j = I to J T :
PO(tk,j)
YCC(tk,j)
Yd5(tk,j)
TD (tk , j+l )
PR. (tk,j)
i
apEeA((j - 1 )d) -- e ( tk )]	 (4-50)
p 0 (tk,j)cosTp (tk,j)	 (4-51)
P D (tk,j)sinT D (tk ,j)	 (4-52)
= TD (tk , j ) + AT 	 (4--53)
Ar (t )
a i PCeA ((j-1 )6 -	 I c k ) - 0 i (t
k )]	 (4-54)
YR 
= ^PR (t k,j)cosTR (tk , j )	 (4-55)c	 I	 i
y
Rs 
= 1PR 
i 
(tk,j)sinTR 
i 
( t k j' j )	 (4-r56)
IF
R.(t ' J+I} _ AYR. (t k , j) + ATR (tk )	 (4-57)k	
-i	 I
Obtain quadrature noise samples n c (j) and n s (j) from Gaussian random
')	 )number generator. Compute 1N(t k,J using C4-31
In the FORTRAN computer simulation, the antenna scanning function
eA (-) Is computed by the function subprogram THA(T), where the argument
T Is computed in the main program. eA(-) Is. defined by (4-4) and iilus-
Crated in Figure IV-1. The angular selectivity function p(e) is com-
pu{ad by the funct°on subprogram I a (TNETA), where THEYA is computed In the
I^	 main program.
	
r.e} is defined as	 2-213follows, from reference ^I, pp,	 ,
2-214]
{	 COs(	 a)
az	a I
P(B) =	 4	 a = 1
where a = 2.49
	 C4-581
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l> The simulation program computes M(t k,,j) for J = 1 to J T and stores
a
these samples in array M. 	 M is then passed to subroutine RCVR, which	 j
contains the square gate tracking receiver algorithm. 	 The algorithm
updates the estimate by computing the error in the estimate of the
J
previous scan.	 It differs from the receiver developed earlier in this
chapter as follows:
I.	 The signal envelope now exists in discrete form so that the
integration of (4-18)	 is performed using a trapezoidal approx-
imation rule.
2.	 Discontinuities	 In the gating function (see Figure 	 IV-1) have
been forced to occur at the sample times, so that the gates
are well defined.	 Otherwise, the receiver would produce the same 	 {
value of A6(k)	 in (4--18) regardless of where between two samples
the gate center occurred.
RCVR operates on the samples of array M one by one, with the result
stored in array EST.	 EST thus contains an evolving estimate, where ESTW
represents the final estimate 6(k) for the kth scan.
After computing 6(k), the simulation program advances to the next
scan and recomputes the envelope and estimate. 	 This is continued for
as many scans as desired. 	 For efficiency in computing the simulation
has been carried out in two FORTRAN programs.	 The first, MLSRCVR,
performs all	 simulation calculations and stores results on file. 	 The
second program, MLSPLOT, plots these results using a CDC COMPLOT DP-7
i
digital
	
plotter.	 Emphasis is placed here on MLSRCVR.	 The following
} plots are made:
I.	 A long-term plot, which plots for every scan K in the simulation:
A.	 the composite signal envelope at the time of direct--signal
centroids
t
L^
B.	 the error in estimate 6(k)
2.	 A plot of signal envelope M(t k,j) as a function of 	 local	 scan
E time for six selected scans.
{
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A ^
T
3
3. A short-term plot, which for one selected scan plots the
received envelope M(t k,J) as well as the evolving estimate
as functions of local scan time. Also plotted is the evolving
estimate which would result from a received signal containing
no noise or multipath.
A flow chart for program MLSRCVR is presented In Figures IV-2 through
IV-3, while a basic flowchart for MLSPLOT appears in Figure IV--4. Pro-
gram listings are contained in Appendix A. it should be noted that
variable names used in the flowcharts and programs often differ from
those used here.
Performance Evaluation
The square-gate tracking receiver was tested under the following
conditions: The A/C with coordinates r = 10 N.mi., 6 = 30°, 0 = 3"
was approaching the runway with airspeed 300 knots (6 = ; = 0). A
single specular reflector with coordinates r Rl = 1.0 N.m€., ORI = 330,
ORl W 1.85°, was following the circular path SRI = 0, GRI = -3°/second,
^Rl = 0. One second later (scan 14), the reflector was at eRl = 300,
so that the signal envelope at the A/C due to the reflector was inside
the receiver gates and coincident with the envelope due to the direct
signal. After another second M=27), the reflector was at GRI = 27°
and the signal envelope due to reflector was outside the receiver gate
again. This was considered to be a realistic test for the square-gate
receiver In that in-gate multipath interference intuitively represented
a worse case. The simulation was run for 27 scans with the above initial
conditions, with signal amplitude a = €.0, and multipath amplitude a i = 0.8
and for several values of initial RF phase difference [8 1 (1) - 0(l)].
Also made were two trials with no reflectors and differing signal-to-
noise ratios.
All s€mutation trials were made on the CDC 6400 computer. Plots
of receiver performance may be found in Appendix B. Results are tabu-
lated in Figure IV-5. Note that with a 20 db signal-to-noise ratio
and no multipath the receiver was able to estimate 0 with an R.M.S. error
of 0.0150 . R.M.S. errors are shown for the trials with multipath, yet
I II	 !'
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NLSRCVR
i
!	 I
Input Data 8 Set Constants
i
Input Initial Conditions for A/C 8 Reflectorsj	 B
Input Parameters for Short-Term Plotting Decisions
k = I
Update Signal to Start of kthScan
O
Compute Baseband Signal As It Evolves over kth
	
D	 Scan Interval and Store Samples
Compute Receiver Response As It Evolves over the kth Scan
OInterval and Store Final Results in Long-Term Plotting Arrays	 ?
1E-If Desired, Store Short-Term Plotting Arrays on File i
	
(G)	 Advance Geometry to Start of Next Scan Interval
N	 a
k= k+ I	 k 	
max
Y
Compute WS Error in Angle Estimate for kmax Scans
Store Lona--Term Plotting Arrays on File
a
	
ORIGMAt, pA[T	 STOP
OF POOR QU
I
Figure IV-2 Flowchart for Simulation Program MI.S[IM
(Mote: Details of blocks 'dentified with encircled
a	 letters are given on subsequent pages.)
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Input Plotting Option lopt And Title Informailon
11L4CK A	 for Plots and Store on TIIo
Set Constants and Conversion Factors
c = 3.0 x 148 (Meters/Sec.)
n = 3.1415926536
MPNM = 1852 (Meter/Nautical Mile)
SPH = 3600 (Sec/Hr)
PLTSCAN = False
z = Gauss(/2--)
Input MLS Angle Function Properties:	 I
f 
C .
 
TUO , 6 0r es , Ts , TR, 8eamwidth
Input RCVR Constants:
B I 
F, 
a, a h] , SNR
Calculate Remaining Algorithm Constants From Input Data
a 0- (SNR/20)oN=^1
T = I/BIF
4 = (e s - Bp)/T5
T  = T 5 + TR - 29s/R
T I = T + 
T 
J T = I mo + '1S6IF
wcc = 2nfc/c
Input Original Angle Estimate eEST
Input and Store Tracking RCVR Constants
I	 Input:
s	 Kmax (No. of Scans in Simulation)
1	 ]max (No, of Reflectors)
a}
}
Figure TV-2a initialization
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BLOME
Enter Subroutine RCVR (Receiver Algorithm)
Input: 6 EST (Final Estimate from Previous Scan)
M (Array of Signal Envelope Samples)
Output: EST(Evolving Estimate Array)
(EST U T) = Final Estimate of e)
Fill Long-Term Plotting Arrays
TMK(k) = t 
CS{K) = MIN(CSI,CS2)
THERM = 6 - ESTUT)
ERMS = ERMS + [THER(K)32
Figure IV-2e Estimate Calculation
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Figure IV-2f Short--Term Plotting  Decisions
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No. RF Phase R.M.S..
Figure Jobname SNR(db.) Reflectors Difference at Error Comments
Coincidence
B-1 MLSRCMP 20 0 - 0.0150
B--2 MLSRCAZ 8 0 - 0.0590
B-3 MLSRCJO 8 1 1800 0,2470
B-4 MLSRCFG 20 1 1800 0.203° Fade; Greatest Error
Coming out of Fade
B-5 MLSRC5C 20 1 00 0.162° Phase Enhancement
B-6 MLSRC8E 20 1 900 0.1730
B-7 MLSRC7Q 20 1 2700 0.201°
U
CO
Figure IV-5 Simulation Results
these quantities may not be very useful comparison measures in general.
This is especially true for differing multipath environments, since
R.M.S. is a time-averaging process and the multipath interference may be
non-stationary. A more useful measure may be peak error, which is
available on the plots.
Note in Figure &-4.a how the signal fades when the direct and
reflected signals are beam coincident but 180 0
 out of phase (scan 14).
Also note that the greatest error in the estimate e(k) occurs not at
the fade, but as the signal comes out of the fade. In Figure 8-4.b
one can see how the reflected signal envelope moves across the direct
signal envelope as the simulation progresses, and how at scan 13 (l scan
before coincidence) the two signals have nearly cancelled each other.
This is contrAsted with Figure B--5.b, where phase enhancement causes
the signal envelope to increase in amplitude on scan 13. Also note
that in general the simulation trials with multipath have very low
error near the beginning and end of the trials. This is expected, since
a reflector removed 3° in azimuth from the A/C would produce an out-
of-gate signal envelope pulse.
Conclusion
This study has produced and demonstrated a receiver algorithm of
basically intuitive design which has some commendable performance
features. The value of the simulation developed for evaluation of
candidate algorithms was also demonstrated.
The study of this algorithm suggested two options for further
consideration:
1. An algorithm which optimall y uses the detected envelope to
estimate the A/C angular coordinate.
2. An algorithm not closely coupled to the exact form of the
selectivity function p(•), and hence, inherently suboptimal,
but perhaps less sensitive to variations in the shape of
p(•) arising from cross-coupling of the angle channels and
site-to-site design.and installation variations, etc.
s
3
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The simulation appears to be validated in the results presented.
The principal use in the near future of this tool will be in the study
of optimal Wracking algorithms. Some refinements will have to be made
as we consider both quadrature detection and envelope detection
estimation algorithms. Also, a Linear evolution of A/C and/or reflector
coordinates seems more plausible In a Cartesian frame than in a
sperical system. This modification will be made to test the validity
of assumption, equations (2-15) through (2-20), made in signal modeling.
i
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ICONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A summary has been presented of both theoretical and simulation
study results, Including
1. The development of detailed signal models cast In the time
frame of the A/C receiver;
2. Preliminary optimal estimation studies, involving first an
application of the locally optimum estimating algorithm to the
direct--slgnal and noise specialization, then a critical over-
view of some relevant characteristics of recursive state
estimation approaches;
3. Design of a suboptimal square-gate tracking algorithm which
accepts the baseband output signal of a standard linear AM
demodulator, and then evaluation of this algorithm in simulation.
The greater significance of the work done to dale is in identifying
and bringing into focus concrete problems and problem areas that should
be _onsidered, and in suggesting methods-of attack.
First among these is the modeling of the total reflection component
of the signal; the modeling results described gives support to the
belief a random field defined with respect to a low--dimens€on parameter
space may be a suitable model. Thls would motivate a multipath-adaptive
approach.
Another problem stems from our ignorance: of the law of evolution of
the A/C angular coordinate and the general and unknown variability
with time of the law. One approach which should be considered involves
simultaneous model identification and state estimation, possibly in a
"layered" algorithm with different criteria of estimation optimality
for parameters on different levels.
The study of processors using the output of AM detection should be
broadened to include both linear and quadratic AM detection, and also
an objective to process optimally the detector outputs in calculating
t
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an estimate of the A/C angular coordinate. The most attractive estimation
algorithm for the MILS receiver may well come from such an approach.
Finally, in support of the prototype construction effort to be done
In the project continuation a number of decisions must be considered
and made, dealing with the choice of algorithm, choice of microprocessor
and choice of interface equipment. Synchronization and acquisition
details must be clarified and a system plan worked out which will allow
the microprocessor to perform all its jobs in the requisite real time
frame. These tasks are under consideration presently.
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ROGRAM MLSRCVR(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE
C
C MICROWAVE LArj[IING SYSTEM RECEIVEK 	 S.H. IRWIN,jR.	 -9/1/75
C REVIS ED 10/3/7 5
C MLS RECEIVER SIV4)LAT ION PRO GRAM. IN THIS PROGRAM THE R ECEIV ED S IGNAL I S
C GENERATED AND RECCIVER PERFORMANCE EVALUATED, OUTPUT DATA IS STURED ON A
C PERMANENT FILE R W H ICH IS THEN ACCESS ED BY A P LOTTING P ROGRAM.
C
C THE FOLLOWING MUST	 ON DATA 
-UR^T THI: END OF THE PROGRAM: 	 —
C
C IDPT	 I1
C NAME(I) 9I= 1Q3	 3A10
C ^^lRCUkt (I) , I=1 31 +- ( RCVR2 (I) 1 I = 1, 3 )	 6A10
C CHA N 	3A1 0
C ERSPEC E2091	 -	 ---
C FC,TUU,THO,THS,TS+TR,BEAMWTH
	
7EI.0.2
C BIFtALPHA	 2F10,3
C ALPHAM	 F10.3
C SNR	 F10.3
C THES	 E2091
C	 (RA(I),I'4 1,51	 5E15.1
C IMAX,KMAX	 2110
C RTK,U,THETA*DTH+PHI,DPH
	
6(EIO#I)
C RRTK(I),VR(I),T HETAR(I),PDTHR CI) +PHFR(I),DPHR(I)gALPHAR(I),DIFO (II	 BE 1 0 ,1
C (FOR I-1 TO IMAX)
C	 (PL(I),I =1a5)	 5EI,591
C
C
LOGICAL PLTSCAN, FLAG
REAL M,M NM,MC*MS,NC,NS
DIMENS ION M( 20 00)*DM( 2000)oRM(2000),TM (2000 ),EST(20 00), ESI(2 000)
DIMENSION RRTK(10),THETAR{1p),^]TNR(1O^,PHIRf10)1OPHR(10) - ^	 — —
DIMENSION ALPHAR(IO), DIFO(IO),TDR(10),PHASER(10),DPHASER(10)
DIMENSION VR(10),NRCVR(3) vNAME(3) ,RT0(l0)
DIMENSION CS(30), TMK( 30),THER(30),T A (2000)
DIMENSIONf 	 (5) A1(S^,-F2A^(^ NqRGVR2(3),PL(5)	 —^
CO MMON TR,TS,TF,T(-( O ,T HS,OMG, TAU
COMMON/PLT/KMAX, ERR a PL -- --
	 -'
COMMON/SEL/BEAMWTH
COMMON/TRACK/THES,RA
C
C INPUT PLOTTI NG O PTION IOPT, WHERE:
C	 IDPT»1: GENERATE ALL °LOTS
	 -	
__.. T
C	 IDPT=2: GE14E'RATE LONG-TERM PLOT O NLY
C	 IOPT=3: GENERATE SHORT-TERM PLOT ONLY
C
	
	 __
RFAU•^1—,10 FYT
11 FORMAT(11)
C	 NAME =USERS NAME
C	 NRCVR=NAME OF RECEIVER ALGORITHM
'aRC ,VR2=AO(} ITIONAL _ RC V it INFORMATION ( IF NEEDED - ) ---
C	 CHAN = MLS CHANNEL OF I N TEREST	 ----
^_C_—..
C
{BEAD an ,(NAMF(J),J=1f3)
in FORMAT(eA10)
READ 10; (N RCVR (0)- , J- ,3), (NRCVR2 (I) e I^1+3)
REAR l0vCHAN
^REA.0 • 2D E. RSPEC -
20 FORMAT ( E2091)
JB=JOBNAME(X)
DAY=DATE(X)
WRITE^jRp) .' OPT,NAP)E,N_RCVR , NRCVR2%CHAN,ERSPEC , JB,DAY	 --__--
C	 *	 INITIALIZATION- INPUT I)AYA^ SET CONSTANTS
C
C
C SET CONSTANTS AND CONVERSION FACTORS
C
C C=SPEED OF LIGHT IN METERS PER SECOND
C MPNM=ihETERS PER NAUTICAL MILE
C SPH_SECONDS PER HOUR
C=3.OEB
PI=3,1415926536
MPNM=1852.
SPHw3600,
C
C
C INPUT PROPERTIES OF MLS ANGLE FUNCTION
C
C FC=CARRIER FREQUENCY (HZ)
C TUD ( UPDATE TI ME)-TIME BETWEEN THE START^—A SCAN AND THE START OF
C THE NEXT SCAN OF THE SAME. ANGLE FUNCTION,
C THO I THETA-0) – SCAN ANGLE AT THE f3EbINNING OF THE TO SCAN
C THS ( THET A - S)-SCAN ANGLE AT THE END OF THE TO SCAN
C TS(SCAN TIME ) – LENGTH IN SECONDS OF THE TO SCAN
C TR(REFERENCE TIME)-TIME IN SECONDS BETWEEN ZERO-DESREE; CROSSINGS
C OF THE SCAN ANGLE
C BEAMW7H=6EAMWIDTH OF THE SCANNING ANTENNA PATTERN
READ 100+FC,TUCi (O,THS,TS,TR,BEAMWTH
100 FORMAT(7E10.2)
C
A-2
C
t INITIALIZE PLTSCAN AND GAUSS
C
PLTSCAN=.F.
ZZ=GAUSS(SQRT(2.))
C
C
C
C INPUT RECEIVER CONSTANTS
C
C BIF-IF BA NDWIDTH
C 
-A( PH_ l4-PEAK OIRCCT Sf6NAL 'STR"-EA^TH-T--
G ALPHAM_AMPLITUDE OF SCATTERED MULTIPATH
C SNR=SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO IN DU	
... .....
C.	 _	 .
T KA-D 20 ,BIIF+ALPHA
20 D___FORMAT (2F10.3 )
READ 300,ALPHAM
READ 300 ► SNR
300 FORMAT(F10.3)
SIGMA=ALPHA/SQRT(2.0)*10.0**(-SNR/20.0)
C
C
C CALCULATE ALGORITHM CONSTANTS FROM INPUT DATA
C
C TAU=TIMF. IN SECONDS BETWEEN SAMPLES
C D GAT MEGA) =SCA R"N^W ATE(bC-dR E9-7 5 C )
C TF=TIME IN SECONDS FROM START OF TO SCAN TD START OF FRO SCAN
C JT-TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES
TAU=1./BIF
OMG=(THS-THO)/TS
TF=TS+TR •°2. *THS/OMG
	 J^^
C T1-SCA N INTERVAL FROM START OF TO SCAN TO END OF FRO SCAN
C
T1-TS+TF
JT=I+IFIX(T1*BIF+O.5)
WCC=2.*PI*FC/C
C
C	 -
C INPUT TRACKING RCVR CONSTANTS:
C
C
C	 THESEESTIMATE OF THE 	 N LICAR PO^ 5YT-IOiV -E A L CU LA TED ON THEpftEVIOUSSCAk- w
C	 RA= ARRAY ' OF CONSTANTS PECULIAR T O A SPECI FIC TRAC KING AL GORITHM (COMPUTE o
C	 EXTERNALLY), RA MUST BE COMPLETELY FILLED. IF 5 PARA1ff CkF AR 
-t - WOI
C	 REQUIREDw LEFT-OVER POSITIONS ARE SET TO ZERO.
	
__._...C
C
READ 330 + THES
33 0 FORMAT(2E20.1)
RENS 3Ln; ( RA-(!	 195)
340 FORMA T ( 51:•15.1)
DO 350 I=1+5
RA1(I)=RA(I)
A-3
350 CONTINUE
C
-_ C xNRUT
-
NUMk3ER OF $
.
CANS AND REFLEC.fDRS_-----^
C KMAX=NUMBER OF SCANS
C IMAX --NU DER. OF RE FI_EC OR
C	 µ
READ 400 t IMAX a K MA X
400 FORMAT(2I10)
WRIT E_(20) KMAXi IMAXtALPHAtALPHAMtSNRtSIGMA eT1t J T
C	
—
C
C INPUT AIRCRAFT INITIAL. CONDITIONS
C
C
C RTK- RANG E IN NAUTICAL. MILES
U=AIR SF'EED RIOT S
^C THETA=A/C AZIMUTH ANGLE
C DT H=Tx_M E CHANGE IN TH ETA
C PHI_A/C ELEVATION ANGLE
-. C UPH= TIME C HANGE IN PHI	 -^---
C
READ_ 500tRT1ttVtTHETAtDTHePHIi0PH
500 FORMAT(6E10.1)
WR ITE(2 0) RTKtV, THETAtDTHt PHIt DPH
PRINT 15011(t]RCVR(I)tl=l93l+(NRCVR2(I)tl=lt3)
1501 FQRMAT(lH1t10X13Al0t5Xv3Aj0)
PRINT 1502tSWRtTHETAtTHES
1502 FORMAT(1HO,lOXt*SNR=*,F7.2,5X,*THETA=*9F8.3t5X,*ORIGINo %L, ESTIMATE=
1*tF863)
PRINT 1503tKMAX9IMAX
1503 FORMAT(1h0tl0Xi*N0. SCANS=*a *s5X s*N0+ REFLECTOR5=*•12)
PRINT 1504110PTtCHAN,ERSPEC
1504 FoftMAT(1HOt//,11X1*IOPT =*tl2,5XtA10t* CHANNEL*t5Xt* RSP C-tsEi^^^^^
PRINT 1505t(NAME(I)t1=1t3)tJBsDAY
1505 F0RMAT(IH0vl0Xt*RUN BY *.3A10s5Xt *•;0E,1NA jE; *sA10t5Xt*0ATE: *t la)
PRINT 1506tALPHAtAL,PHAMtBIF
1506 FORMAT (1HOIIOXt*ALPHA= *t 6. t5k,* A -P AM= *tF6. 2t v* I t F.	 I' T
1H= *tF7.01* HZ*)	 _-
PRINT 1507
1507 FORMAT(1H09//t20X9*MLS FUNCTION PROPERTIES-*.*)
PRINT 1508tFCsTUDsTHOtTHStTRtTStBEAMWTH
1508 FORM_AT(1HO t lOXt*FC=*,E11.313X,*TUD=*,F6.3,3X,*THO =*,F6olt3 X t* TH5 = *	 _ -
l t F69lt3X1*TR=* tEll.393Xs*TS = *tLllg3t3Xs*BEAMWIDTH = *sF5e2) -'
PRINT 1509
1509 FORMAT(1HOt// t2OXt *TRACKING RECEIVER CONSTANTS:*)
PRINT 1510t(RA(I)tI=lt5)
1510 F0RM AT(1HOtl0Xt*RA= (*t5(2XtE11.3)t*)*t)
PRINT 1511
1511 F0RMAT(IH0t//t20 **A/C 	 T'I	 0	 NS;*)
PRINT 1512•RTKtVsTHETA*0THtPHIt0PH
1512FOR!'iAf(1^^+lOX^* =*tF6.2t5 +* = *^^2f5Xs*T^l =*s 7,2,5X1* 'iME'*9F
16.295Xt*PHI=*oF6o2t5Xt *DPH=*tF6r2)
RTK= RTK*MPNM
V=V*MPtJM/SPH	 -- Ti
f
i
i	 f
A
A-4	
f	 E
----^- 0PfiASE(J=WCC*V#TAU --
C
C 	 _	 _ _
(: I^lPE} INITIA(. C{^NUITi0N5 OF THE'- --ITH " RtFLECTO6 -
C
IF(IMAX.EQ,0) GO TO 1030
DO 1000 I=10MAX
READ 8009RRTK(I),VR( I)9THETAR(I)9DTHR(I)9PHIR(I)iDPHR(I)tALPHAR(I)
1'9 D I F 0( I)
	
-	
-	 -	 ----
8 00 FO RM AT( 8Er10.1)
--PRINT 15139I
1513 F0RMAT(1H09//o20Xt*INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR REFLECTOR*9I2)
PRINT 15A29RRTK(I.)9VR(I)9THETAR(I)9DTHR(I)9PHIR(I)tDPHR(I)
PRINT 1514 9 ALPHAR(l),DIFO(l) 	 _
1514 FOti!,AT(3Ei091@X+*ALPHA=*,F7,2iIOXriPHASE dJF * FROM DIRECT SIG NAL.ERA	 —
IF(I.LE.3j WHITE(20) RRTK(I)9VR(X),TNETAR(I)90THR(I)oPHIR(I)iDPHR(
	
-- -
J I) t ALPHAR (I }	
_.	 _--•
RRTI((I)=RRTKfI)*MPNM
VR(I)TVR(.I)*MPNM/SPH
	
1000 CONTINUE-- 	 	 -
IF(IMAX. GE ,3) GO TO 1050
1030 IJ=3-^N;AX
DO 1040 I=19IJ
WRITE.(20) C9C9CfC9C9CtC
1040 CONTINUE
c
C INPUT SHORT-TERM PLOTTING CONSTANTS`
C
C
—C—AR -ffflf PL COCvTAINS CONSTANTS-T'QF^ dME-S- S BY -5UBR0[17IN 5HOF2T, IdHIC^DET RSgI^jES
C WHAT SCAN WILL HAMS A DETAILED SHORT-TERM PLOT OF RECEIVER PERFORM ANN E,
C IF ARRAY PLIS NOT NEEDED9 IT MUST BE FILLED WITH ZEROS,	 --	 -
1050 READ 3409(PL(I)9I=195)
PRINT 15159(PL(I)9I-3..5)
1515 FORMAT(1H0910X9*PL= (*o5(2X9E16.8)9*)*e}
INC=KMAX/6
INC2=1 i
ERIIS=0 , 0
	 )
C	 _	 7
C
C
C	 * UPDATE GEOMETRY TO KTH SCAN
C
=C	 I
DO 1525 J=19JT
A-5
TM(J)=(J-I)*TAU
- 
1525 CONTINUE
WHITE(20) TM
_--	 00 50000_-K=14KMAX_-
u.U. RTMLC— -- —	
_f 1)(-TK+Ton
	 --	 -- --
R=RfK+V*TOD
PHASE:U=2.0*PI*(RANF(0.0)-.5)
PR it 1
	
oKvReTHETAtPHX	 _
.	 _.	 _
1517 FOIZI',AT( 1HOt /// aSXt * SCAN* v13ilOXi*R( M E-ftRS )=* ,EI6 . 8,5Xa *THETA(DEG)
1=*tEl6.895Xt*PHI(DEG) =*tE16.8)
IF(IMAX.EQ.0) GO TO 2050
	
—	
--
00 2000 1= .IMAX
ZETA=CGS(PFII)*COS(PHIR(I))*COS(THETA-THETAR(I))+•SIN(PHI)*SIN(PHIR(
RAR=SQRT(RTK*'*2-2.*ZETA*RTK*RRTK(I)+(RRTK(I))**2)
VAR=(RTK*(V-ZETA*VR(I))+RRTK(I)*(VR(I)-ZETA*V))/RAR
TDR(I)=(RRTK(I)+RAR)/C
	 — —
RR=RRTK (I) +V[1(I) *TDR (I )
RAR=HAR+VAR*TDH(I)
RT=RH+RAR
UPHASER(I)=WCC*(VR(I)+-VAR)*TAU
iF .(K.NE.1) GO TO 1900
DfF=DIFD(I)
RO=R
RTG(I)=RT
GO TO 1950
1900 UIF=DU IFO(I)-WCC*(RT•RTO( I)-R+RO)
00 1800 JK_-1910
IF(ABS(DIF).LT.2.0*PI) G O TO 1950
?F(DIF.GT.0.0) DIF=DIF-2.0*PI
IF(DIF.LT.O.0) DIF=DIF+2.0*PI
2800 CONTINUE
1950 PRASLR(I)=PHASED+DIF
DIFD=DIF4^180.0/PI
PRINT 1518tI+RRtTHETAR(i)tPHIR(I3
1518 FOliMATCIHC,IOX+*PFFLECTOR*aI395Xt*R;=*gE1Ci.8o5Xt*THETA=*tE16*ai5Xa*
1P1)I=* t E16.8 )
PRINT 15191DIFD
1519 F 0RVtAT (1HO t 10X t *RF PHASE DID E-
 REfACI - FRO4 OIREC 7 S G N A L=* t El	 t *UE
1GREES*)
2000 CONTINUE
C
C GET SAMPLE NUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO DIRECT PATH CENTROIDS
2050 JP1=I+IFIX((TIIETA-THO)/_(TAU*OMG) +0.5)
JP2=I+IFIX)({(THS-THETA)/OMG+TF)/7AUtO- 5)
	 --
C
C
C	 *	 ,^
C	 *	 --	 *	 —
C 	 *	 COMPUTE DASEB AND SIGNAL FOR THE KTH SCAN AND STORE SAMPLES
C
C
A-6
DO 10000 J=IvJT
TSI=(J - I )*TAU---.-----___---
T=TIK+TSI
PD=P ( T AW) -THETA )
Y0C=P0*; 0S (PHASED)	 .	 ^^
YDS_=PU*SIN(PHASEI))
-PE•EASED=PHASED+GPHASE0 --- --- —
	
-	
_-_
Y5C=0.
YSS-O• -
	 T	 _ _--
YiAC=YSC
YMS=YSS
I F(I M AX.[Q,G) GO TO 3_100
DO 3000 I=1t IMAX	 -
PR_=A(. P HAR(I)*P(THA(T SI+TDD-T OR(I))-THETAR(1))
YRC=pit*COS (PHASER (I) )
YRS=PK*SIN (PHASER(I))
	
_	 -	 -	
--
YMG=YMC+YRC
YMS=YMS+YRS
- PHASER(I)=PHAS R I)
_
; PHASER( )
30o0 CONTI NUE
3100 NC=SIGMA*GAUSS(0.U)
NS=SIGMA*GAUSS(0.0)
MC=YDC+YMC+NC
MS=YDS+YMS+NS
--M(J)=SAI?T(,MC**2+MS**2) 	 —
DM (J) = SQRT (Y_DC**_2+YDS**2)
—JRM(J1=SQF;TiYMC**2+YhkS**21
CSG=SQkT((YDC+YtIC)**2+(YDS+YMS)**2)
-	 IF(J.EQ.JP1) CSI-CSG 	 -'
IF(J.EQ.JP2)CS2-CSG
10000 CONTINUE
C
C
C	 ********************************************^**^*******.....
C
C	 *	 x
C	 *	 CALCU LATE THE RESP ONSE ON TH E SCAN I NT ERVAL, OF TH E
C	 *	 CANDIDATE RECEIVER ALGORITHM
C
C
C	 *W*a**t ********x*********************x********^******^**
C
C
'	 15000 THESI,=THES
CALF. RCVR(MiJTtEST)
C
C
	
--C-9't oU-V ANTES- FOR L N G i' i° R" P 0 T•---	 —	 -	 — - -	 --
C	 n
G
T M K (K) : T K	 OF POOR QUA
C
A-7
-
fr
--- CS(K)=AMIW1(C519CS2) .-
ERR=THETA-EST_(JT)
THER(K)=ERR
ERMS=ERMS+ ( ,THCR (K)) **2
PRINT 152n,EST(JT), THETA, THEk(K)
U 2G_ ,FOft1^IAT( . 1H0_+/,11 X ,*FINAL ESTIMATE.=*,E16,8,gX *THET Am *iE16.+5.5Xv *ERR__
t	 1011= *, El6. a)	
-
'	 C
C
	
— 
C DECIDE IF SHORT-TERM PLOT I5 DtSIkED 	 ---- - T
C IF PLTSCAN IF TRUE,S.T. PLOT HAS ALREADY BEEN MADE
IF(PLTSCAN)40000,25000
25000 CSK=CS(K)
CALL S}iOl(T (C
_
SK, K, PLTSCAN }
4
C IF SHORT RETURNS PLTSCAN=TRUE, A SHORT-TERM PLOT IS TO BE MADE FOR THIS SCAN
IF(PLTSCAN) 26000=40000
CSTORE ON FILE THE ARRAYS NEEDED FOR THE SHORT-TERM PLOT
C
-- —	 -	 --	 --	 --	 — r
26000 FLAG_.T.
•	 PRINT 26050
26050 FORMAT(1H0, /, *A SHORT-TERM PERFORMANCE PLOT WILL BE MADE FOR THIS
15CAN*)	 —	 — ---	 ---	 ---	 '
EST(JT+1)=THETA
90 27000 I,1,5
A2(I)=RA(I)
RA(I)=RAl(I)
27000 CONTINUE
THE;S2=THES
THES=THES1	 3
CALL RCVR(OM+JT,ESI)
DO 28000 _I=195 - -
RA(I)=RA2(I)
28000 CONTINUE
THES=THES2
PRINT 28100,ESI(JT)
28100 FOWlAT(1H0.lOX,*ESTIMATE FOR DIRECT SIGNNAL,= *,E16.8)
WRITE(20) FLAG
WRITE(20) EST
ORITE(20) gq
WRXTE(20) RM
wRITE(20) ESI
WhiT s,:;20) TA
:d?ITE(20) OM	 t
GO TO 43000
40000 FLIW=.F.
WRITE(20) FLAG
!	 C CEii:- GrC I' ►y SEE -IF THIS IS ONE OF THE 6 SCANS FOR WHICH A SHORT-TERM PLOT OF THE
C RECEIVED SIGNAL IS DESIRED
A-B	 'i
i
1
C
43000 IF(K.NE.I:AC2)	 GO TO	 45000
IF(K.GT.1+5*INC)	 GO TO 45000
T C	 STUF2E UN FILE iFfE SAMPLES DF THE RECEIVEI] SIGNAL
	 (UNLESS THIS YS 7H^ SIINf^
C	 SCAN FOR WHICH  THE DETAILED SHORT-TERM PLOT IS_
. TO_BE MADE_
!
—
IF{.fJOT*	 FLAG)	 WRITE420)	 M
INC2=If•iC2+INC
C
C
C	 UPDATE A/C AND REFLECTOR COO RD INAT E S FOR THE. ;NEX T SCAN
C
45000 fiTK=R K+V4:TUD
PRINT 1521+FLAG
1521 FUiPt01----O1lOX+*FLAG-*^L2)	 -
i THETA_=THETA+UTH*TUD
,PriI=PHI+DPH*TUD
-
IF(IMAX.E0.0)	 GO TO
	
50000
-	 —00 41000	 I=I+IMAX
RRTK(I)=N.RTK(I)+VR(I)*TUD 
THETAK(I )=FHETAR( I )+DTkiRMf *T
_
UD	 -
PifR(I)=Prilft(I)+DPHR( I)*TUD
41000^CDNTINUf;_^
50000 C30TINUE
ERNS=SORI (ERMS/KMAX)
C
C
STWE-0-N FILCTTH -AK AYSFNrEt)-EU-FOR TFAC LLU TERM pL0
WRITE(20)ERMSfTMK+CS9THER
—	 - f'fZ jNT ),527 	 —	 —
1527 FOHMAT(1Ffir9Xv*SCAN K#+12X.*TMK(K) (MILLSEC)*%13Xv*CS(K)*+17Xt*THE
^iR(K) (DEG )*i/)
	
- ~ -
DO 60000 K=1.KMAX
PRINT 1523,K%TMK(K)+CS(K)9THER(K)
1528 FORMAT(11Xvj3,3(10X•E16.8))
606nn CG )TI- uE ---	 -	 -	 --	 _-
PRINT 15291ERMS
1529 FORf^iAT{1H(j,^%^1]X.*RM5 ERROR= *vEI6.8)
STOP
F_iM0
A-9
rEUNCTIQN GAUSS(X}	 ^^	 -	 - -	 ----- 4
c
- C -__GA,j§S , lA[q RANDOM NO. GENERATOR	 S.H. IRWIN,
C GAUSS UTILIZES THE FORTRAN RANDU M
 NO, FUNCTION RANF( } TO GEN ER AT E. RANDOM
C NUi?BERS WITH STANOARU GAUSSIAN U ISTRI .BUT ION (ZERO M E A N, UNITY VARI ANCE). V --^
C
C T HE ]ST CALL TO GA USS I N THE MAIN_ PROGRAM SHOULD BE WITH X As AN IRRATIONAL
C NUMf3Ek ( E(.tX=SaRT ( 2r}} TO INITIALIZE RANF. ALL OTHER CA).Lg TO GAUSS A 
	 MADE
C
LOGICAL HAS
IF(X.EQ.0r) 60 TO 1000
	 -	 -
-_.._ _A:-:y A N F l X) --
HAS=.FALSE,
---
1000 IF(HAS) 200093000
2000 GAUSS=SAVE[) - ---	 -- ---	 —	 -	 -	 -
HAS=.FALSE.
RETURN
3000 A=SQRT(-2.0*ALOG(RANF(0.)))
P=3.141592705
T=2* P*RANF (0 , )
SAVED=A*SI (i,
	 -
GAUSS=A*COS(T)
HAS=, TRUE,
RETURN
END
1a
j
'	 ^	 1
	
e
t
.^ . T-HET^ .A - _	 --- S.Ho . IRWIN-i JR	 _._.._ ..-.7/ 25/75._.x— .
-- C THA IS_i'HE_M LS SC AN AR9LQXM_ITTER ANTENNA 3URESIG HT ORIENTATION) IN
C DEG)tECS. WHEREi
	
--	 _ ._.-- --
	 --
C_
C	 TS (SCAM TIME) =TIME IN SECONDS FROM BEGINNING of YO SCAN UNTIL ENU OF
	 —'
c_	 CAT-!
	 _	 _
G	 TR (RLFEHENCE TIME) =TIME INT S^C4N(]S FROM WHEN THA^O YN T^ SC A N UN L WIjFj1
_—C 	 THA_= 	%iNG FRO_ - SCAN. .—
C	 TF =TIME IN SCCONLIS FROM B^GIIVNYNG OF Ta gCAN UnlTI(. BEGINNING O^ F^t^ gCAN T
C	 T110 (THETA-0) =VALUE OF THA AT BEGINN ING OF TO SCAN
C	 THS (THETA-S) =VALUE OF TH A AT BEGINNING OF FRO SCAN
C	 DMG =Ung EGA t THE SCAN RAT E IN DEGREES/SECON D.
C
COMMON TRiTSiTFTH0+TH5t Wt TAU	 —
TI=TS¢TF
IF(T.GE.0.0) GO TO 50
THA-THo
RETURN	 -_ 	 —
_ 	
^o IF(T.G_T.TS) GO TO 100
THA=T H D+UMG*T '----	 - -	 -	 -	 ---
RETURN
100 IF(T.GC.TF) GO TO 200
THA=THS
RETURN	 -
200 IF(T.GT.T1) Go TO 250
THA=THS-UMG* (T- TF)
RETURN
250 THA=THO
RETURN
END
	
-
A—il
_	
FUNCTION P ( TH ETA )
C
C ANTENNA SEL ECTIVITY FUNCTION	 -- 7 /25/75	 S.H._IRWIN , JR.
C E (_THETA_Z ., IS r}{E_ ANTENNA SELECTIVITY AS A FUNfTI6N, _.. O F T HETA- - THE DIFFEREp}CE
C BETWEEN SCAN AANGLf AND AIRCRAF AN GULAR P05ITION {! f /C UEUInTION IN DCGREES
C FROM SCANNING ANTENN A HORESIGHT};C
C IF TFIC Af3SOLlJTE li!{LUE OF (1^A**2 } IS LE 	 THAN EilI I^^ PP {A } ;S SEF Tp p l J . Q j a p ll4
C (BY L H05P I^ALS RUL E } .	
—_	 __C
C OMMON / SLL/ BE. AMWTH
MIN=I.OE~10
f I=3.141592G536—
A=2, ^F*THETA / L^EAM4JTH
—
B=1.O-A**2 —
	
-
B1^AE3S(B)
IF(B1.GT.MIN) GO TO 1000
P=PI/4.0
RE T UR N
100[1 P=CQS{PE*11/2.(i^16
RE TURN	
—_	
-
END
Yi
A-12
i	 1	 ^
i
SUBROUl NE Sl-IQRT ($ i l( F
 PS )
LOGICAL F'S
--DIMENSION
COMMON/PLT/I(MAX + ERR f PE_
IF(K.EQ,17) PS^oT.
RETURN
ENO
3
I
i
9
yG
^Z
Poo I
i
3^
3
.	 i
1
i
{
A—l3	 F
SUBROUTINE RCVa_(M_,LJ'LjE.$T)_____
C
_,9QUARX -GATE
-.
 TRACK I WG RECEIVER ALGORI T HM
_...__-_ .9/10/75
REAL M
DIMENSION MIJT)*EST(JT)*RA(5)
COMMON TR%TSs TFvTHovTHSt OMG9 TAU
COMMON/TRACK/THF-SiRA
P1=3,1415926536
_QzF R_A (_I)
DEL=0#0
ALES.T=0.0
THLSI=THES
JP=IFIXi(THES-THO)/(oMG*TAU)+1.5)
THES=DMG*TAU*FLO A T
GI=G
PRI14T 101
101 FORMAT(lHOi/tllXt*RECEIVER CALCULATIONS:*)
102 F0RHAT(1H0v15Xs*STARTING ESTIMATE=*•E16,8)
PRINT 102,THES
PRINT 103tG
103 FORMAT(lH il3Xv*GATE HEIGHT=**El6a8)
PRINT 104
104 FORMAT(1H0913X%*FOR TO AND FRO SCAMS, RESPECTIVELY:*t/)
00 5000 I=1i2
JO=JP-10
Jl=JP+lo
MN=Jo+l
DO 2o00 J=MN,Jl
DEL=DEL+0,5*TAU*G1*(M(J-I)+M(J))
EST(J)=THES+DEL
IF(J.NL.4P) Go TO 2000
G1=-G1
ALE$T=ALEST+M(JP)
2000 CONTINUE
PRINT 105tJ0iJPiJlqDEL
105 FORMAT (15X 9 *jo=* 1 15 t 5X *JP=* v 15 1 5X *Jl=* 15 v 5X I *DEL=* F16.8)
IF(I#EQ,2) GO TO 3000
Do 2100 J=Iojo
EST(J)=THESI
2100 C014TINUE
MIN=Jl+l
JK:,Jl
3000 JP=IFIX((TF+(THS-THES)/OMG)/TAU+1&5)
GI=-G
5000 CONTINUE
THES=EST(JI)
DEN=COS(1*2*PI*DEL)
lF(ABS(DEN),LT@1.0E-8) GO TO 5100
ALEST=ALEST*(1*0-(2,4*DEL)**2)/(2*0*DEN)
r!11(1)=-OMG/(4.0*Al_EST)
5100 DO 5500 J=MlNqJO
EST(J)=EST(J9)
5500 CONTINUE
MN=Jl+l
DO 6000 J=MNtJT
I
0
A-14
I._.__
	
EST (..E ) -esT t JI --
6000 CONTI,JUE
RETURN
E NO
i
---	 -	 i
-------PR9GPAMl roLSPLOT( INPUT soUTWUTeTAP!-	 TAPE13t- TAPE15)
c
C TAPEI2=PLOT FILE TAPEI3=11ERMANENT FILE
C . , iII T !-I ( KQ,-,,I.A!-'. PLOTS THE RESULTS OF THE _PRO G,RAM_ ME.5R^-xq., - W ►{TCH_ ARE ^--
C SIOREU FOR A S t IGRT TIME ON PERMANENT FILE. ALL INFORMATION NEEDLp BY—
_ -
VI! PI.gCI At 1S_M . HE•--R. EAD_-FROM - THf FILE I1L_UNt=OR MATTEQ FOR(. THE
L ORDER IS As FOLLOW,;, A SLASH DENOTING ENO-OF-RECORD:
C IOPT-N_AME,149CVRsCHiiN,ERSI'ECtJB,. D AY/_	 ---
C KMAXrIMAXtALPFiAeALIIHAM,SNR,SIGMAeT),,JT/
^C._. R TK, V, THE T A , `]TllI PHI . e UPFI/_ ..--- --
	
-	 -------
C	 11RTK( 1},VIA(1},THETIR(.1,DTHR11),PHIR(1),DPHR(1)oALPHAI2(11/
C	 R!?TK{2}.,VI:(2 1-lDIESAR .(2} ..e0T	 (2),PHIR_(2) 1)	 R-j2)?ALPHA-j_g)/-------------
C RfiTK(3),VP(3),THE;AR(3),QTHR(3),PtlIR(3)90PHR(3)oALPHAR(3)/
C_T yl/ (SCAN TIME ARRAY) _	
_
C bATA F6d bETA!LED AND	 (EACH SCAN IS
G HF-PHE_SCNTt f ) RY - A FLAG. IF FLAG= .TRUE. o_A DETAILED- SHORT ,_ K!V PLOT
—6 -- IS TO bE P'ADE. PLOTS OF THE COMPOSITE SIG1)AL WILL E3f MADE FOR SIX
C UN_IF. ORML T _SPACED SCANS_l i3EGiNNING 4lITH TTfE FIRST. }
C ESTERR,TFIK,CStTHER/
C
—.LOGICAL FLAG
REAL NOISE tM102
UI ME NS)ON ,CS(30),TH_ER(3_0 ),TMK_(30)t NO I_S E(3u) e TM(2000) tY(2 000 )
DIMENSION ERSPCA(4),Ar-)OS(5)rSRIPOS(5),SR2PDS(5)tSR3POS(5)
•	 o i M[Nsr0N ACRATE(5), SIIIRAT(4)eSR2RAT(4)tSR3RAT (4) tDPAMPA(2)
-) 1JE1iSICN R jWl PA - 2) f R2AryPA(21,R3A(PA{21,S IA(?),SNRDBA(2)tK^'KA(2)
DIIMENSIOIJ ESTGRA(_4)tNRCVR(3),KMAXA ( 3)i$TLBL(_.3)tTRANGL(3),NAMEi3)
DIMENc,ION RRTK(3)tVR(3)STHETAR(3)vDTHR(3),PHIR(3)eDPHR(3),ALPHAR13
t 1 t ^dRC VR2 (3 )
CALL CALCOMP(i2)
C
C READ INITIALIZATION DATA FROM FILE
--
R EAD( 13) IOPT , NAME_+NR_CV Ri NRCVR2t_CHAN+ ERSP E_C.JStDAY
READ(13) KMAX,I(4AXtALPHAeALPHA(^1,SNR,sIG^1A.TJT
rtEAQ(13) RTK,Vt THETA, QTH ► PHItDP)i
DO 1(l i-1t3	 '
--
RE=AO (13) :RTK (T } , -UR (I )_, THETAR ( . 1 ) . ,.DTH R (I) , P H I R (I) , OPHR (I) , ALPHAR (I )
I.a CONTIILUL
	
_
C
C ENCODE PL(iT LABELS
-
ENCODE: (279 5 v KMAXA) KMAX 	 OR Tan,
-- --  E.NCOQF {) (,10 , DPAMPA) ALPFtA 	
a. ' 
^Q^	
AGB
ENCODE i16 t 1,C? R1AMPA^ALPHAR(i)	 ^^
ENC01)E(16,10,r2AMPA)ALPH4R(2)
ENCOOC(1(•t10.rt3AMPA)ALPHAR(3)
-- ---
 ENCODC(1r1 ,10,SMA)ALPHAM -----
_ EtICODE(t^5,15.ACPOS)RTK•THETAtPFa_I
—	
EldCOQE(4?,20,ACRATE)V,0,H,i7Ff
4: NCO DE ( t{  1 t 2_5, SR iI'OS) RRTK i 1 } , THLTAR.(_l)..^1IL4	 (1 )
ENCODE(37,30;SRlRAT)VR(11,L'T}j)((1),DPHR(1)
Ef4CODE(41,25.SE2POS)RRT9(2)tTHLTAR(2),PHIR(2)
A-- 16
-- --- ENCODE (37.30,S R 2RAT)VR(2),DTHR(2) 9OPHR(2) - ---- ---- - - ---	 —
FNCODE(41025,SK3POS)RHTK(3),THLTAR(.3),PHIR(3)
ENCODE(37,30,SR3RAT)VR(3) tDTHR(3) ,OPHIt(3)
SN2=SIC,MA*50RT(2.01
---------`E;VCOgE (b r 35, SNA ) SN2 - --- - - - 	 .— . - -	 — -- -	 ---- ---	 - - •------	 ^
...-__-.- £PdCODE (16, 40. SNROBA) SNR
---	 ENGOgE(40,50,ERSPCA)ERSPEC
t	 —	 5pF;MAT (*LONG-TERM PLOT FOR *,2	 _CANS*)	 —
10 FORMAT(*AMPLITUDC a *,FG.2)
IS FORMAT(*INITIAL•A/C _POSITION	 *,F6.2,*r.*,F_6...2,*, *iFA. 2).-__-______---_----
J -	 20 FORMAT( *IJITIAL A/C RATE c *,F7.2,*r *,F6.2r*+ *,F6,2)
__. _25. FORMAT(*INXTIAL  POSITION = *,F6.2r*-r,-*,Fb.2^**_#,F6+_ 2) —_-_---
30 FORMAT(*INITIAL RATE ='*,F6.2,*t *,F6.2,*, *,F6.2)
35 FORMAT(F692)
40 FdKM"AT(*(SNR = *rF5.2,* OE))*)^ 	 ^^^	 --
	
_50 FORMATI*RMS ERROR SPECIFICATION	 *rF6,3r*- DEGREES*) 	 -- -----_ ---
e	 C READ S C AN TIME AXIS AND SCALE FOR PLATTING
C
READ(13) TM 	 --	 —
CALL. SCALE(TN,25.0iJT,1)
--___	 VMIN=Tm(JT+1)*1000 -- —	 —	 -	 -
__	 _DEErTA=TM(JT±2)_*1000------	 _	 --	 ---
C
C INITIALIZE FOR SELECTED SHORT-TERM PLOTS
C
— --	 IWC-KMAX/b-
KPLT=1
READ(13) FLAG
IF(,NOT.FLAG) GO TO 2000
KTRUE=K
— "^'- ;F{K.NE.KF'LT1 T60 T^ 4050 ^—	 -'	 -'	 -^
_ KPLT=KPLT+INC
4050 IF(IOPT.NE.2) GO TO 5000	 ---------
00 4 5 0 0 KS°1,6
REAL) (13) Y
4500 CONTI NUE
GO T O 6 t10 0 — -.. -	 --	 --	 ---
2000
_
 IF(K.EG.KPLT) GO TO 3000
^...^-GO TO 6000-----
3000 IF (K.GT.5 *I NC+1) GO TO 6000
KPLT=KPLT+INC
READ(13) Y
GO -TO 6n00---_...--	 —
C
_ C
C
C	 *	 GENERATE DETAILED SHORT-TERM PLOT
C
C	 **t** K#*#******************** *#K*s:^ *#k^*	 I
C
A-17
f 
	 I
C	 RAW_ED_P_E.5__ADLQ_f_M_ DING - NARKS_
C
Go TO 62.000
READ(13)	 Y
CALL SCALE(Y,2.09JTtl)
E-511-;;Y (OT. + 
-1 ' IEST2=Y(JT+ 2 )
Y
CALL SCALE(Yt2.09JTv1)
Zl,-7=_Y_GtT - ;l I
READ(13)	 f
CALIm
S22=Y(JT+2)
READ(13)	 Y —
CALL SCALE(Y12.0tJTtl)
--ad—I FF YlJT^+_Xl__
ES12=Y(JI+2)
REAQ(13)Y
Y-,-,--
SCALE
S23=Y(JT+2)
M1=0.0
M2=AMAXI(S2ltS22*S23)*2,0
13
---..-BACKSPACE
BACKSPACE 13
_BACKSPACE 13
LAtR§PACE 1'^'
BACKSPACE 13
BACKSPACE 13
READ(13)	 Y
_f_F^ _(_ES_i2 . G T' 
*ES11=ESTI
E ^-f —=1 s- T 2_
GO T	 J3Q
5110 ESTI=ESII
EST2zES12
1AQ 11 4itli E S T
Y(JT+2)=KST2
C
C DRAW THE RECEIVER OUTPUT FROM THE_COMPOSITE SjqjNAL__
•
C
CALL PLOr(0*0 - tD@29-3)
S=_E^TIEST2
IF(ESTI.GT - . 9,_Q) S=Q,o
X	 =i Tjjili (JT+2)
XMI=XMAX+O,l
x Tl_2 ^_ 9 —MA Y+ o . 2
CALL PLOT(D,C,S*3)
CALL L"O T ( X M A X v S * 2
—C—A L A K 
I 
S (-Q - Lltk, I H	 2-t 019 O-tp EST I EST 2 1.
Sl=(Y(I)-ESTI)/EST2+0.1
CALL SYMBOL(0.1vS1t0.14v14H( 	 DEG#)i0s0f14)
A- 18
I	 I
Ifi(Y(1}.GE.1.0) GO TO 5134__.—	 --	 _	 --- _-- -	 -
CALL _
 SYMBOL (0,5,51-,0.^14!.1HOsO.0i^}_
5134 CALF. NUMBER(0.2,S19 p .14,Y(1)9O.Of4HF7•2)
	
--
--^--SST._
CALL LINE(TM+Y s JT , 1,0+0)	 —'- -- - — --- - -^	 ---
.__	
-S1=(.Y(JT)-ESTI)1EST2 ._.
CALL SYMB0LfXM1,SloD.14sj4H(
IF(Y_(J[}.GE.1.0}	 ^'G0p-5735_
XM3=XM2+0,3
CALL SYMBOL(XM3,S1,0.14,1H0,0.0,1) 
5135 CALL NUMBER(XM2,S1+0,14,Y(JT),0.0.4HF7.2)
	 --	 --	
_
CALL SYMBOL(-2.5+1.56+0.14.9HCANDIDATE+O,p.9^^--_
CALL SY^^50L(-2.5,1.28,0.14,1 1HRCVR OU1'PJT,O,0,11)
CALL _SYMBOL (-2.5,1.00s 0.14r9H(DEGREES)90..0,9)
CALL SYM80L.(-2.5, 0.58,0 .14vlGHC0MP0SITE SIGNAL,O.O+16)
_ — CALL SYMBOL(-2.590.30s0.14 ► 10HPLUS NOISE,o.0 +10) -
C
C DRAW 7)•[E: CIMPOSiTE SIGNAj^ AMPL,I7UDE VS TI(^E p^^T
READ(13) Y
Y(JT+I)=Ml
CALL PLOT(0.0,2.5,-3)
CALL PLOTiOP X,0,Ur2)
CALL AX I S(O.0 s0.Os1H , 1 *1.0,90.0,Y(JT+1),Y(JT+2))
CALL LINE:(TM,Y,JT+Ir0,0)
--	 CALL SYMBOL(-2.5,p.7^p.lytl$lfQl^I 	 iJ6E OF, O.ps3.2)
CALL_SYMBOL (-2..5,O,42,0.14,16HCOMPOSITE S TGNAL,'0,0,1 6)
---CALL S Yh^pOL(-2.5,0.14+0.14^10F(P^,LlS NDISE+ 0.0.3Qa -
C
C
C DRAW THE MULT IPATH AMPLI TUDE VS TIMEPLOT
READ(13) Y
Y(JTa1)'=MI --------- __	 ._-
Y(JT+2)=M2
CALL PLOT(0,011.54-3)
CALL PLOT(XMAX,0.0,2)
CALi- RXIS( 0.0r '0 . 0.11-) ,I,1. q, 9 0.0,Y{JTkf)+Y(JT+2))
	 ---
C RM	 __
CALL ) INE (TM.Y+iT,1, Or0)^----^ 	 -	 --'
CA LL SYMBOL_(-2.5+0.7+0.14,12HAMPL_IYUDE O Fr0,O,12)
CALL _ SYMBOL(-2.5s0,42r0,14,9HMULTIPATF(,0,0,9)
C ALL SYMBOL(-2.5r0.14-.0.14,12HINTERFERLNC E+0.0+1 2)
C
- 
C DRAWTHE RECEIVER Q(JTPUT VS TIME PLOT (o 
_
LY DIRECT SIGNAL PRESENT)
-
READ(13) Y
--	
Y(JT+
	 5I1 w
Y(JT+2)-E:SI2
S=-E:SIl%ESI2
IF( SI1.GT.0.0) _S=_0_,0
CALL PLOT (O,p,Sv3)
C ALL PLOT (XMIAx,S,2)
( A- 19
I
v^
fCALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,1H r 1+ 2 . Or90.0,ESI1+ES12)	 --- - —_S^{rl1J"E,^I1^/E5I2^.1___--
CALL SYMb0L(O.I.S1.0.14,14H( 	 DEG.)r0.0,14)
	 --	 --
IF^Y(1),GE.1.n1 G_O-TO"5138
CALF. SYMBOL (0.59S1r0.14,1HOr0.0,1)	 --	 -_	 -- -_	 -
— `
1 6--CALL NUMSER10.2*.Sx,.p^._1.4!_Y(11,0c0.!9NF7.?^-------
C ESI
_ C ALL^LINE_CTM I y, AjtJ_,_(L+O)._- _
	 _	 --
S1 z (Y(JTI-ESII)/ESI2	 --
.gAL4.. SYMf QL - ( . X,Rl a S1, 0.149 14H { 	 _DEGs_b 0.0 r i4) -
IF(Y(JT). GE. 1.0)GO TO 5135
_	 XM3_=X_M2+0.3 
CALL SYMBOL{XM3rSi3O.14.]HO,O,Ofi) -
	 ----- 4
15 36 _C ALL NUMBERJXkI , 53 r 0. A4,.Y (JT ) r 0 .0 r 4 HF7. 2 )
CALL SYMBOL (-2.5,1.5fir0.14,9HCANDI!}A7Ev 0.0 1 9)
CALL S YMBOL(-2,.5±1.26_+(1 - .14,11HRCVR OUTP_UT.OsO+_11)-
CALL SYMBOL(-2.5,1.00+0.14r9H(DEGREES)r0.0,9)
	
-- ------
C .ALL SYMBOL(
- -2.590_.5890.14,.IIHDIRECT PATH ^^.0,.J1).--
CALL S YMBOL (-2.5, 0.30 r 0.14 r 14HCOMPONENT ONLY, 0. 0,14)	 -' ----- ---- .- - --
C
C DRAW THE SCAN ANGLE AND D IRECT SIGNAL AMPLI TUDE VS T IME PLOT
CALL PLO7(0.0+2.5•-3
READ(13) Y
CALL SCALE(Y02.09JTt
S=-Y (,JT+l) /Y (Jr+2)
CALL PLOT(O.O,S,3_)_
CALL PLOT (XMAX, 5, 2 )
CALL AXXS(0,O*0.0vlH
C TA
rl,2.0990.09Y(JT+l)rY(JT+2}}
CALL DASHLN(TM,Y*JT*1,0%0)
CALL SYMBOL (-2.5+1.3v0.14r10HS;.AN ANGLE,0.0*10)
C ALL_S YMBOL_(-z.5,1. 02 v0.14,9H(DE GREES},0.0.9)
GALL SYMl3GL (-2. 5 T- 67.6, 0-0 f4 r BFi I dA5HEp 1 , 0.O r & 1	 -	 ^-
CALL_PLOT(O. Aa Sr-3)
READ (13) Y	 -- -
Y(J T_+ l)=M1
Y(JT+2)-M2	 -_
C DM	 _	 _
CALL LIN^(TM,Y+JT,1*p,p}---`•^._ 	 ---__--	 -
CALL AXI-S(XMAX,0.0,1H ,-1,1.0,90.0vY(JT+^ r) Y(J T+2_ 1l
CALL SYMBOL(25.25r.{^5,0.14,12HAMPLITUDE OFr0.0112)
	 -- —
CA LL SYMBOL (25.2 .5,c T.371 0.14911HDIR . ECT .. PlI T[j, 0, 0_, 11)
CALL SYM}C OL(25.2510,O6 0.J..4,9HCOMP0NENT,0.0,9)
CALL S YMBOL_(25.259-925r.14912H(SOLII) 1I NE),O.Or1 2 )
C
C SET ORION AN INCH PAST LAST FOLD AND AT 	 TOM OF PAGE
	
ry '_
ADJUST=8.9+S
PLOT(26 a 5, -ADJUS T v "3)	 1
C
C LABEL TITLE BLOCK ---	 - 
	
ORIGINAL PAGE T
C
ENC0DE(27v5100,STLBL)K	 OF POEM QUA&x-p4
5100 FORMAT( . *SHORT-TERM PLOT FOR SCAN *,I2)
i
A-20
r
+.+rr1
KTK=(K-1)*75
ENC0DE(15e5l50tSTLHL2)KTK
5150 FORMAT(*TK = *vI4.*MSEC.*)--	 —
ENCODE(299520oiTRANGL)TFiETA1
-
5200 FORMAT(*ABC AT *9F6.2,* OLGREES
_
 AZIMUTO( ).
	
.	
-
CALL SYMBOL(1 fni10.2210v141STLDLiDr0127)_._
Go TO 64000
6410() .^QrJZNLIZ	
—
CALL SYMBoL(975•.865 ► 0.14iTRANGL,0.0i29)
CALL SYMBOL(0,7590.586.0.14%STLSL2t0.Oil5)
6000 CONTINUE
IF(IOPT. E_Q.3) GO To 17000	
—	 -----
REAO ( 13) ESTERf(lTMKtCS,lHER
IF(IOPT.EQ.2) GO TO 16000
CALL NEWt>LOK - - -- —^—__
BACKSPACE 13
C
_C -
C	 *************************************#***^x******^**************
C
C	 * GENERATE SELEC TED SHORT-TERpj POT S OF THE RECEI VED SIGNAL_
C
+	 C	 ****************x******^u***az**^ ******** **x x**********x****x*
LBL.=2
Go TO 62600
52200 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT(0.0v0.2e-^3)
Op 1500D KCOM=IsK{HAX	 --	 -	 -^_
K=KMAX+1^KCOM
FLAG_.FALSE. - —	 —	 -----
IF (K.EQ ._KTRUE) _GO TO 8000
TF(K.NE .KPLT) GO TO 14000
KP L T _KPLT- INC__
BACKSPACE 13
1200E1 ^^1D1,13
IF(K.Eoe5*INC+:w ) GO TO 12500
CALL PLOT(O.O.I.75,-3)
12500 CALL PLOT(25.9s0.0.2)
I F (N 1 . r)E.1) Go TO 12510
CALL SCALE(Y+1.0+JTr1)
	
-	 -	
—
AM1=0.0
AM2=Y(JT+2)
-2
IP510 Y (JT+1)=Aml
Y(JT+2)-AM2
CALL. AXIS(0.0,0.0+1H oltl,0190#0^Y(JT+1)*Y(JT+2))
_ CALL LlNE(TM.Y,JT, 1r0v1)
BACKSPACE 13
LF^.NOT.FI,AG)_ . G0 T O ,1,^.0^; 0
BACKSPACE 13
14000 [BACKSPACE 1 3
A--21
•	 1
1
15000 CONT I­N_U_E
C
_q_LABLL._A,Xj;S_
C
NSCAN=I+(NK-I)*INC
650I0 FORMAT(*SCAN *912)
ENCODE(12t65020sKTKA)KTK
65QaD.. EORmA
.
T( .*TK = *tl4l*-.
CALL SYMBOL(-2•5i0*57tD*14wNSCANA,090*7)
—.
CALL SYMBOLS-2-.590-9 2.9- tO.,14t!^IKAiO,0*12)
IF(NK * EQ.6) 00 TO 65050
6iib_60 CONTINUE
_.-
CAJLljL PL'T(2'.'s-0.9
-	 .. -.LV
CALL SYMBOL(G#Oi10.22i0.14v4OHAMPLITUUF- OF COMPOSITE SIGNAL PLUS N
.9-1, S E 0 , 0-"-Q.)--
GO TO 64000
64200 CONTINUE
CALL NEWBLOK
--GO . TO jj50008000 IF(K * NL,KPLT) GO TO 9000
FLAG=•TRUE'.
KPLT=KPLT-INC
DO 11000 KB= 1,5
BACKSPACE 13
1,000	 INCONTUE
G O TO 1000
	 '
9000 Do 10000 KB=1.6
BACKSPACE 13
10000--CONTINUE
Go- T-6—i40_60-
C
C
C
C
C	 GENERATE LONG-TERM PLOT
c
C
C
C
C
Ifigon LBL=3
c
C FILL NOISE ARRAY FOR PLOT
0 0 68000 _K L_= I * K MA X
NOISE C KL =S IGM^A*_S_Q_R_T ( —2o 0--)
68000 CONTINUE
c
C
C DRAW THE EDGES AND FOLDING MARKS
A-22
CALL PL.OT(090+ , 0.5+3)	 ---
T	 CALL PLOT (0 ..0 1 10. , 5+2)
CALL SYMBJLi8.5t-•4+0.21*13*0.0+•1)
--	
CALL..SYMBOL(8.5+10. 41 -0. 21+13+ 0.0,^1p
 ---- -	 -- - -. 
_
CALL SYMBOL(14.5i-.4*0.21,16,0.04a1)
CALL SYMHOL( 14.5910,410121913t00.0t_^3}.
CALL PLOT(20.5+-0.5*3)
z	 CALL ^L g T 20.5+1,09 .5r 2)
—
C
^C^MOVE ORIGIN TO 3/4 INCH FROM BUT70M OF PAPER
C
C
CAL L PLOT (0, 0.25, -3 )
C LABEL TOP AXIS
C
--	 _-_-CALL. SYMBOL(I.598.3510.14+1E HAV. AMPLITi' UF_ OF!0,0t16)
CALL SYMBOL(1.5-8.07,0.14+16HCOMPO$TTE SIGNAl-+0.0+16)
-
CALL _ . SYMHOLi I .5!.7979_O
-
 414+.17H AT_T.I M E , 01 D_TRECT 1D . .0 v 71
CALL SYrIBOL(1.5+7.51.0.14*15HSIGNAL CC(dTROID+0.0115)
_.__	 C:- ►-L SYMBOLl 1, 5,7.230.14,12H(SOLI^,^.I^^E) LO .Ot121
SYMBOL(1.5*6.67+0.14+15HRMS NOISE L.EVE Lt0.0t15)	 —^
C ALL SYMBOL(1.5o6.39e0.14*l3H(DASHED LINE) 0.0.413-1
	
C LABEL B OTTOM AXIS	 -_
C
CALL SYMBOLil * 5+2.190.14+16HESTIMATION ERROR+ 0. 0t16)
—	
CALL SYMBOL(1.5,1.82+^.14,16H(AlC^ANGLE•EST.),0.0^i6) 	 -_._..	 - -_--
CALL SYMBOL(1,8il@ 54*0.14+9H(DEGREES).O ,Ot9)
C
C MOVE ORIGIN AN INCH TO RIGHT OF LETTERING AND UP
C
CALL PLOT(4.5+5.5.-3)
C SCALE THE DATA FOR THE ERROR PLO Y
CAL L
 SCALE( T_M_K17,0v KMAXt l)	 C:
CS(KMAX41) =0.0 — ^
_^- CALLSCALE{C+M1X+191}	 gy p + Q ^{	
__^
CS(	 S) . ( KMAX+ 2
CS(KMAX+2)=CS(KMAX+3)
—	 NOISE(KMAX+1)=CS(KMAX+l)
NOISE(KMAX+2)=CS(KMAX+2)
C DRA W AXES
C ALL AXIS{0.0+0.0*35HTI mE(SEC) SINCE START OF FIRST SCANT-35+7.0+
10,0tTMK'( KMAX+1)tTMK(kMAX+2)I
CALL AXI S(0. 0+0.0+1 H tl* 4.0 t90.0,CS( KMAXf	 ,CS(KMAX+ 2) )
C DRAW PLOT WITH AN ASTERI SK
 AT SE LECTED POIN TS
CALL LINE(TMK,CS9KMAXtlt0+0)_
IF ( 'IOPT.CQ.2) GO To 36-05 .	^	 -	 --
IMX=5*INC+1
DO 3001^I=1+iMXtINC
SX=(TMK(I)-TMK(KMAX+1)1/TMK(KMAX+2)
P-23
Yl
S1-1C5(I)-CS(KMAX+111/CS(KMAX+2) 	 ---	 -
CALL , _S Y i B4OLSS,Xa51a0.14_t11i0.0a-1^_	
---	 - -3001 CONTINUE	 —
-_	
$X?(TMK(KTRUE)-TMK(KMAX+11)/TMK(K MAX+2)- 	 - __--	 --
S1-(CS(KTRUE)-CS(KMAX+1))/CS(KMAX+2)
	 —	 ^- ----	 -
^-	 _ C ALL _.SYMBOL($X.SI10*.1+}t1t0,0a-11_
3005 CALL DASHLN(TMKiNOISEaKMAXa1t0t0)
	
-
{	 C MOVE ORIGIN BACK DOWN
CALL PLOT(0.O9-5.5t-3)	 --- -
C SCALE ERROR DATA
CALL SCALE(THERr f+ *--o, MAXI 1I	 -
C COMPUTE TRUE ORIGI [J
C
6	 TOR=O. Q
IF (THEIR (KMAX±1) .GE.0) GO TO 3111
TOkt -THEK(KMAX+11/THER(KMAX+21
3111 CO14TINUE
C
C DRAW A XES
C A L L AXIS(O. O9TOR t3 5HT IME(SEC) SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN9- 359
17.0t0.0tTMK(KMAX+1)tTMK(KMAX+2))
CAL L AXIS( O.090 . 011H 91t4 . 0990iDtTHER ( K4AX+1)tTHER(KMAX+2))
C DRA W PLOT WITH AN ASTERISK AT SE LECTE D POI N TS
CALL LINE(TMKtTHERtKMAX*lt0a0)
IF(IOPT.EQ * 2) GO TO 3006	 -
DO 3009 I-111MXtINC
SX=('FMK (I 1-TMK (K M AX+1)) /TMK ( KMAX+2) —
	 -	 -----
S1=(TNER(I)-THER(KMAX+I)1/THER(KrAX+2)
CALL SYMH0L(SXtS1t0.1491190.0a-1)	 -- -	 -
3009 CONTINUE 
SX=(TMK(KTRUE.)-TMK(KMAX+11)/TMK(KMAX+21
S1 = (THER( K TRUE)-THE R (KMAX+I))/THER(KMAX+2)
CALL SYM60L(SXtS1aO.1421+0.00-1)^—
	
-	
-
C MOVE ORIGIN AND CREATE TITLE BLOCK
	 -
C.
3006 CALL PLOT(9.759-0.759-3)
CALL SYMBOL( 1.Ot10 . 2290.1tS,KMAXA90.0927)
GO TO 64000	
-
64300 C 014TIN_UE
ENCODE(36a45+ESTERA)LSTERR
	 -^
45_ FORMAT(*RMS ESTIMATION ERROR W_*.F5.3.* DEGREE_$)
CALL SYMBOL..(.75t-.865.0.14916HESTIMATION ERRORt0.0*16)
CALL SYMBOL(.95*.655a0.105*ESTERAa0.0936)
CALL SYMBOL(.959.445a0.105,ERSPCAtO.Dt40)
IF(IOPT.EO.2) GO TO 17000
CALL SYMBOL(.75a.16590.07t11e ,0t-1? —
	
-
CA:_(^S1 M^POQL(.95.•16_a+
. _q•_Q79 . 4SHSH RT-TE14M PLOT OF COMPOSI'[E SIGNAL A ----
1VAiLABLE90.0145)
	
T
C ALL_SYMBOL(0.75t0.0.25t0,07t1a0.Ot-1) --
i
1	 '
A--24
1	 I
CALL S-"' iI OL (D, {l5 t O. (IP5 t 0.07, 4i,li[3ETAILED	 SHORT-TERM	 PERFORMANCE	 PLO
IT	 AVAI1.Al%L1:10.O-46)
GO TO	 17000
-- C
_—.. C
C
C *	 DRAW:	 THE EDGES	 Af3D FOLDING	 MARK S,. -- .	 #
C
C
C
--62000 CALL
_	 _
PLUT(O.Qt-0.513)
_._.
CALL PLOT(0 1 0, 10.5,2)
.CALL 4Y' l bJL {6, 51 - 0.410.21t13t0.Ot
---	 -.- C. ALL SY 6OL(8.5,10.4t0.21113,0.0-1_;7)
CALL SYt'bOL(15.5.10.4,0.21t13t0.Ot-1)
CALL SYh'i(iOL( 15.51^ir . 4tO.21t1390.01-1)
— CALL 5 y il l^OL(22.5,-0.4t
	 .2111310.0t-1)
—	
- CALL cyi [3OL{22.5.iQ.^},Oa,.21^13s0.Q!`_3.)
CALL SYiliIiOL(2.9.'5110.4,0.21t13,0.01-1)
--
CALL_ SYNf.'.3L(2`3.51-0.4,0.21t131O,0t°1)
---
	 ---gall. PLOT (36.5 1 10.5.3)
CALL
 PLOT(36,F1t-0.512)
C --
C
—,C
	
C,EIr,W THE TI[r i_ 	'1}(IS.	 ._..	 ---------	 ---	 __—._..-----	 --_--^
C
--
~ CALL F'L01141010.2t-3)	 —
CALL A y(IS(0.0,0.0,32kfRECEIVER	 SCAN	 TIMEtMTLLISECONPS),., 32, 25.0 ,
10. 0 1 V',I I j t DELTA)	 ----	 ^.-- ---- —
GO 
-
TO (62100162200)LBL
'	 C
C #
L # TITLE BLOCK BODY FOR PLOTS
C
640 p o CALL SYi^IOL(1.41`3.94+0.1415HDATEitO.0r5)
-- CALL SYf-BOL(2.11,9.94,0.14tDAYt0.0110) 	 -	 ---	 --	 _	 _
C A L L SY'ii^OL(i.4,9.66,0.141161(f'IiO(iRAM: 	 MLSRCVRv G.Ot 16 )
CALL SYi ;L-I!OL(1,4i9.38v0.1419"JOiif4AME;
	
10.019) —
	 —
CALL SY;:"kOL(2,4319,381O.14tJB10,0+7)
—	 - CALL	 t:Y,",60L(2. 10t9 - I f) 0 . 14 -1 NAME. t0	 430 }.__.-_-.^
CALL ^Y °dOL(2.10,9.if7,O.14,tJA11E,0.0+101
CALL S 	 0Lte7 5 t8a5410a14s8HCHANNELi10a0s8)
	 ---------	 --- -	 -
CALL SY	 ;) L { I . 931(5.541 0. 141 CIIAN 1 0. 0110)
CALL- SYf-150L(.7598.12 * 0,14914[iC%lcNAt_ 	 MAKEup	 tO.0,14)
CALL SY M I i OL(.7517.9010,07147 HPOSITION SPECIFIED BY FLANGE
	 IN NAUTIC
A-25
S	 i	 I ^	 T
-------- lAL MILESr ,Q.o,471	 - - ---- - - - --._ __	 __ -----	 --
C_ALl._ SYMBOL( 47517 ...84, 0. 07, 41H0i^GREf;S ,• 0F_A7I_MUTHs DEGRE'CS,
41i	
DF ELEVAT
110 rJ .v0.0.	
_ --_
CALL . SYMBOL(. 75i7,7v0s07t46fiRATES SPFCIFIE_D BY VELOCITY IN KNOTS,
1 DEGREES 40.0x46)
_CALL -_SyMl30L(.75v7.56,0.07935HAZIMUTH/SECe DEGREES E4EVATION/SLC,r
10.0+35)
C
CALL PL4T(0.0,0.51-3)
_--.---„ C ALL_SYMBOL. (, g5 9 6.78 9 0. 14 v 11HO111LC T PATri r 0, [1 •_11)_..—
C ALL §Y'MBOL (1 . 05 v 6.57 r 0.10;1, Df'AMPA r 0.0 r 18) -
- -----_--- CALL
. _S .YME3DL{1.05r6.36r0.105vACPDS90.Or45} -.-- -
CALL SYML'OL(1.05r6.1590.105,ACRA7E.90.0,41)
CALL S Y MBOL(.9595.765v0.14r18HSPECULAR_hULTIPATHv0o0t1Aj
	
— —
IF(IMAX.G6,1)GO TO 64010 	 -	 --	 -
CALL SYMBOL(3.2,5.765vp.14v5H-NONEv0.0,5)
GD TO 64020 -
64010 CALL_SYMBOL(.95r5.485.0.1225r11HREFLECTOR 1+0.0+11)
--
CALL SYMBOL(1.05,5.275,0.105vR1AMPA,0.0rlg)	 -- - --- - —	 -	 _
C A LL SYMBOL) - 1..05 15.06510.105, SRI POSr0,0r±^^ J
CALL SYM60L,1.05r4.855,0.1059SR1RATr0.0r37)
IF(IM_AX. E Q.1) GO TO 64020
CALL SYMBOL(.95,4.61.0.1225r11HR£FLECTOrR 2x0.0911)
CALL SYMBOL(1.05r4.4090.105iR2AMf'Av0.0,]8)
--
CALL SYMBOL(1.05,4.19r0.105,5R2PO S,0.09411
CAL L SYMH O_L(1.05 y 3a98_+0.10_5_ rSR2_RA_T_v_0. 0,37)
FF(IMAX.E1.2) GO TO 64020
CALL SYMBOL(.9515.735,0.1225,1iHREFLE:CTOR 390.0911)
----CALL :4 YMl3OL (1 .05, 3.525, 0.105 rR3A(IPA t (]', kg) - - --- 	 - ---	 -	 --
CALL  SYMBOL(1.05x3.31590.105+SR3PDS90.0,,:61)
CALL SYMBOL(1..0593.10510.1R59SR11RAT90.0?37)
64020 CALL S Y' fbOL(.9592.72 9 0 .14,19HSC A TT_EREE) MULTI P_ATH90,09191 _
CALL SYMBOL(1.0592,51, q .105v5MA90.0v181
CALL SYMBOL(.95,2.125+0.14+24HFRONT-ENU RECEIVE R NO ISE90 .0+ 24)
CALL SYMBOL(1.05r1.915,0.10593H0 =90,0,3)
CALL P L UT(1.1,2.02,_3)
-----	 CALL P(_OT (1.15, 2.02 r 2 ) -- ------ ------ ^ __-__-_ ^_---
CALL _SYMBOL(1.14,1. 915,0.07,1HNv0.0v1)
CALL SYh;fiOL(1.491.915vQ.105^SNAv0.fl,6)
CALL SYMBOL(1.0591.705+0.105rS^NRFj8A,0.0,1F,)
---	 — - - --  - -. ..
	
- -- - ..
	
--	
20
-- -1---	 -CALL SYMBOL(.7591.285+0. 14 v20HGANf}I7ATf RECF_IVER:-,0.0, 
--. —CALL
	
SYMBOL( 1 .059. 1 - ..0- 75, 0.105, NKCV . R t .0.0 ,_30 1 	--
CALL 5YM°DL11.05,0.8790.1OSvNRCVR2va.l',30}
	 ^-	 --	 —
_--	
C>±E^ P!	 09- 0..41.1-.3.) _..._ 
_.
GO TO(64100i64200v64300)LBL
C
17 -9-OP -CALL ENDPLT.
STOP	 -
END
iAPPENDIX B
COMPUTER PLOTS
AV. AMPLITUDE OF
COMPOSITE SIGNAL
AT TIME OF DIRECT
SIGNAL CENTROID
(SOLID LINE)
RMS NOISE LEVEL
(DASHED LINE)
ESTIMRTION ERROR
(R/C RNGLE-EST.)
(DEGREES)
PRECEDING RAGE BLANK NOT yff&ZU
0
0N
0co
0
0
0
C)	 --- — -- -0
cb.00	 o.4c
0
0
N0
6
80
0.40
	
	
0.80	 1.20	 1.Go	 2.00	 2.40 	 2.80
TIME(SEC) SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN
E01 D0UT
1	 ^.
FIGURE B-1, a
LONG-TERM PLOT FOR 27 SCANS
DATE; 10/07/7
PROGRAM: MLSRCVR
JOBNRME: MLSRCMP
S. H. IRWIN, JR.
CHANNEL: AZIMUTH
SIGNAL MAKEUP
POSITION SPECIFIED BY Rf%NGE IN NAUTICAL MILES,
DEGREES OF RZIMUTH, DEGREES OF ELEVATION.
RATES SPECIFIED R VELOCI'Y IN KNOTS, DEGREES
AZIMUTH/SEC, DEGREES ELEVRTION/SEC.
DIRECT PATH
AMPLITUDE =	 1.00
INITIAL R/C POSITION = 10.00. 30.00, 3.00
INITIAL R/C RATE = -300.00,
	 .00.	 .0
SPECULAR MULTIPRTH -NONE
SCATTERED MULTIPRTH
AMPLITUDE =	 .00
FRONT-END RECEIVER NOISE
QN =
	.10(SNR = 20.00 03)
CANDIDATE RECEIVER:
SQUARE GATE TRnCKING RECEIVER
(GO-BIT WORD LENGTH)
ESTIMATION ERROR
RMS ESTIMATION ERROR = .015 DEGREES
RMS ERROR SPECIFICATION = .010 DEGREES
SHORT-TERM PLOT OF COMP05ITE SIGNAL. AVAILABLE
0 PETRILED SHORT-TERM PERFORMANCE PLOT AVAILABLE
cz)
CD
SCAN 1
TK	 0 ms	
CD
CD
CZ)
SCAN 5
TK = 300 MS	
CZ)
ci
co
CD
cis
SCAN 8
TK = 900 MS	 m
C)
M
CD
CT
SCAN 13
TK = 900 MS	
CD
..I-
r7r
77?
r7.,
Lci
It
ua
SCAN 17
TK = 1200 MS
O
0
C)
C!
fl-i
SCAN 21
TK = 1500 M5	
CD
C3
C)
4.00	 4.50	 5.00	 5.50	 6.00	 6.50	 7.00	 7.50	 8.00	 8.50	 9.00	 9.50	 10.00	 lb. 5c'
RECEIVER SCAN TIME(MILLISEC©NOS)
OLDOUK
FIGURE 8- Lb
AMPLITUDE OF COMPOSITE SICNRI. PLUS NOISE
DATE: 10/07/75
PROGRRM: MLSRCVR
JOSNRME: MLSRCMP
S. H. IRWIN, JR.
CHANNEL: AZIMUTH
SIGNAL MAKEUP
	 j
P09I p SPECIFIEC B RM;E IN PVMTCM KLES.
CEGREES OF RLIHUTH, DZCfW OF ELEVRTIC.N.
RATES SPECIFIES 9 M9CITY IN 010T9, CEGREH
RZIWTHISFC. CEGREES ELEVRTICN15€C.
DIRECT PATH
A4PLITl30E =	 1.00
INITIAL A/C POSITION = 10.00. 30.00,
	
3.0[1
INITIAL A/C RATE = -300.00.
	 .00.	 .0
5PECULRR MULTIPRTH -NONE
_-^A....... _ ^ j.--.L.....r.... 	 •. ^.
	 1at/.'	 :^	 'L.+NN.VL^^S^rW1l^Y.MiL^l l^1^'St
10.00
	 16.50
	 11.00
	 11.50
	 1.00	 12.50
SCATTERED MULTIPATH
RKPI ITUDE =	 .00
FRONT-EN01 REf EIVER NOISE
0'R =	 .10
(SNR = 20.00 06)
1
CANDIDATE RECEIVER:
SOORRE GATE TRACKING RECEIVER
(G0-8TT WORD LENGTH)
SCAN ANGLE
	 O
(DEGREES)
0
(DASHED)
0
a
00
CANDIDATE
RCVR OUTPUT
	
cz)
(DEGREES)	 o ( 29.98 DEG.)
cn
DIRECT PATH
COMPONENT ONLY
	
c°4
ai
ca
AMPLITUDE OF
MULTIPR`f H
INTERFERENCE
c
c
AMPLITUDE OF	 n
COMPOSITE SIGNAL
PLUS NOISE	 c
c
n
CANDIDATE
RCVR OUTPUT
(DEGREES)
	 c
a
COMPOSITE SIGNAL
PLUS NOISE
a
n
0.00	 0.50
FOLDOUT
	 d ^
1.00	 1.50	 2.00	 2.50	 3.00

_	 AM P LTTUDE OF
_	 DIRECT PATH
COMPONENT
°	 (SOLID LTNE)
( 30.30 DEG.)
FIGURE B- f.c
SHORT-TERM PLOT FOR SCAN 17
DATE: 10/07/75
PROC,RAM: MLSRCVR
JOBNAME: MLSRCMP
S. H. IRWIN, JR.
CHANNEL: AZIMUTH
SIGNAL MAKEUP
FDSIiIG4 SPECIFIED B' RABGE IH MUTILAL RILES.
DEGREES QF AZIMUTH, D EGREES OF ELEYRTIDN.
RATES 5PECIFIED BY VELDCI7Y IP KOTS, DEGREES
A2ImUTH/5EC, DEGREES ELEYRTIGN/SEC
DIRECT PATH
AMPLITUDE =	 1.00
INITIAL A/C POSITION = 10.00. 30.00, 	 3.00
INITIAL R/C 99TE = -300.00. 	 .00.	 .0
SPECULAR MULTIPATH -NONE
___v_ ( 29.97 DEG.)
10.00	 10.50	 11.00
	 11.50	 12.00	 12.50
SCATTERED MULTIPATH
AMPLITUDE _	 .00
FRONT-END RECEIVER NOISE
UH=	 .10
(SNR = 20.00 06)
CANDIDATE RECEIVER:
SQUARE ;RTE TRACKING RECEIVER
160-BIT WORD LENGTH)
A/C AT 30.00 DEGREES AZIMUTH
TK = 120OMSEC.
ESTIMATION ERROR
(A/C ANGLE—EST.)
(DEGREES)
v	 ' uylEl 1
Lo
0
ao
0
0
0
0
m
0
c^
0
C9
,
r-i
0
1V
,4
0
0
0
0
0
0
"-0.00
RV.. AMPLITUDE nF
I:OMPOSITE SIGNAL
AT TIME OF DIRECT
SIGNAL CENTROID
(SOLID LINE)
RMS NOISE LEVEL
(DASHED LINE)
0. 40 	 . 80	 1.20	 1. "o	 2.00	 2.4..01
TIME(SEC) SINCE START OF FIRST SCAN
FIGURE B-2.a
LONG--TERM PLOT FOR 27 SCANS
DATE: 10/06/75
PROGRAM: MLSRCVR
JOBNAME: MLSRCAZ
S. H.. IRWIN, JR.
CHANNEL: AZIMUTH
SIGNAL MAKEUP
POSIT-ON SPECIFIED BY RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES,
DEGREES OF RZIMUTH, DEGREES OF ELEVRTION.
RATES SPE'.,'IFIED BY VELOCITY IN KNOTS. DEGREES
RZIMUTH/SEC, DEGREES ELEYr1TION/SEC.
DIRECT PATH
AMPLITUDE = 1.00
INITIAL A/C POSITION = 10.00, 30.00,
	 3.00
INITIAL A/C RATE _ -300.00,
	 .00,	 10
SPECULRR MULTIPATH -NONE
1
2,40	 2,80
. 40	 2.80
SCATTERED MULTIPATH
AMPLITUDE _	 .00
FRONT-END RECEIVER NOISE
UN =	 . tic
[SNR = 8.00 DB)
CrNDIDATE RECEIVER:
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FIGURE B-2.b
AMPLITUDE OF COMPOSITE SIGNAL PLUS NOISE
DATE: 10/08/75
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FIGURE B— 2.c
SHORT-TERM PLOT FOR SCAN 17
DATE: 10/08/75
PROGRAM: MLSRCVR
JOBNRME: MLSRCRZ
S. H. IRWIN, JR.
CHANNEL: AZIMUTH
SIGNAL MAKEUP
POSITIOH 5FECIM BY RF.M IN NAUTICAL HLLES,
DEGREES OF RZMH. gEmes OF ELEYRTION.
RRTES SPECIFIED D VELOCITY IN KNOTS, DEGREES
RZIHUiWSEC, DECREES ELEYRTIOHISEC.
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FIGURE B-3.a
LONC17TERM PLOT FOR 27 SCANS
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FIGURE B- 3.b
AMPLITUDE OF COMPOSITE SIGNAL PLUS NOISE
DATE: 10/07/75
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S. H. IRWIN, JR.
CHANNEL: AZIMUTH
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FIGURE 6--3.c
SHORT-TERM PLOT FOR SCAN 17
DATE: 10/07/75
PROGRAM: MLSRCVR
JOBNAME: MLSRCJO
S. H. IRWIN, JR.
CHANNEL: AZIMUTH
SIGNAL MAKEUP
P05.TTIOIJ SPEmm BY Pam IN NAHTICAL HILE5.
OECRM OF RZMH, DEGREES OF ELMTION.
RV ES SPECIFIED BY VELOGIT7 IN KNOTS, DEGREES
AZINOTH/5EC, OECREES ELEVATION/SEC.
DIRECT PATH
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INITIAL A/C RATE = -300.00,	 .00,	 .0
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FIGURE B- 4.a
LONG--TERM PLOT FOR 27 SCANS
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S. H. IRWIN, JR.
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DEGREES OF AZIMUTH, DEGREES OF ELEVATION.
RATES SPECIFIED BY VELOCIT" IN KNOTS, DEGREES
AZIMUTH/SEC, DEGREES ELEVATION/SEC.
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FIGURE B-4.b
AMPLITUDE OF COMPOSITE SIGNAL PLUS NOISE
DRTE: 10/06/75
PROGRAM: MLSRCVR
JOBNRME: MLSRCFG
S. H. IRWIN, JR.
CHANNEL: AZIMUTH
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FIGURE B--4.c
SHORT-TERM PLOT FOR SCAN 17
DATE: 10/06/75
PROGRAM: MLSRCVR
JOBNAME: MLSRCFG
S. H. IRWIN, JR.
CHANNEL: AZIMUTH
SIGNAL MAKEUP
POSITION SPECIFIED BY RRNGE IN NRUTMAL MOM.
DECREES OF RTIMTH, DEGREES OF ELEVRTICN.
RRTES SPECIFIED BY VELOCITY IN KNOTS. DECREES
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FIGURE B - 5.0,
LONG-TERM PLOT FOR 27 SCANS
DATE: 10/10/75
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CHANNEL: AZIMUTH
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RATES SPECIFIED BY VELOCITY IN KNOTS, DEGREES
AZIMUTH/SEC. DEGREES ELEVATION/SFC.
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FIGURE 8-5.b
RMPLITUDE OF COMPOSITE SIGNAL FLUS NOISE
DRTE: 10/10/75
PROGRAM: MLSRCVR
JOBNRME: MLSRC5C
S. H. IRWIN, JR.
CHRNNEL: RZIMUTH
SIGNRL MRKEUP
POSITION SPEUYIEA BY RT E IN WWTCAL MULES.
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RATES SPECIFIED BY VELOCITY DD KNDT9, DEGREES
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FIGURE B- 5.c
SHORT-TERM PLOT FOR SCAN 17
DRTE: 10/10/75
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S. H. IRWIN, JR.
CHANNEL: RZIMUTH
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FIGURE 8-6.a
LONG-TERM PLOT FOR 27 SCANS
DATE g 10/10/75
PROGRAMD MLSRCVR
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S. H. IRWIN, JR.
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DEGREES OF AZIMUTH, DEGREES OF ELEVATION.
MATES SPECIFIED BY VELOCITY Try K.N575, DEGREES
AZIMUTH/SEC. DEGREES ELEVATION/SEC.
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